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Ad.justments ;l.t w:i.11 pay firms to make and adjustments which firms 
are likely tq make in their produatj,on organizations are of great impor ... 
tance to both farm managers and policy makers. Suah adjustments are made 
:i.n resp~,ns~ to current or prospective eocmomic, technical, and institu.., 
tional conditions. An adjustment in farm organization by a farm manager 
to take ac;ivantag;e of changed conditions may material.l.y increase the 
prof':i.t;s of tne firm. The adjustment of farmers in the aggregate to 
existing or prospective conl].itions will deterrn:i.ne the, e:f.'fect:i.veness of 
proposed pro~rams in achieving pbjectives of thqse p;rograms .. To determine 
the most profitable farming organizations, alternative uses for resources 
along w:tth relevant e,cono.iqic and other coriditions must be specified and 
choice criteria appliedo 
This study ii;; part of a project designed to specify the most pro-
fitable, ~nd perhaps the most pro'bable, adjustments of Ol:elahoma Panhandle 
:f.'a:rmel's. Th:i.s portion of the project. prov:i,des estimates of the most 
profitable fal11l. orga.nizatienf for ;Panhandle f,'arme:rs 'Ullder existing re-
sou,rce positions and a wide range of price and cost conditions. Because 
present resource cont:ro;:J, patterns for selected resources are assumed to 
remain essentially const~nt, the study provides information most appro~ 
pri<;tte for short or intermed;iate term adjustmentso That is, somewhat 
tyPical completnEmts of land, machi:p.ery and equipment~ and f am:i,.ly labor 
1 
2 
are assumed to be given. The task of the farm manager in such a setting 
is to allocate these fixed resources, along with variable quantities of 
other resources, among the alternative uses so as to maximize returns 
to the fixed resources. 
Objective of Study 
The over-all objective of this study is to provide information and 
guides to farmers and policy makers about optimum farm adjustments under 
both present and alternative economic and institutional conditions. 
Specifically, the objective is to determine optimum farm organizations 
for a variety of price, resource availability, and allotment conditions. 
Resource situations considered are not entirely representative of 
any particular farming situation in the Panhandle. However, the resource 
situations were selected in a manner as to approximate the typical 
resource combinations in the area. Minor adjustments in yields, prices, 
resources, etc., should make these results useful on a large number of 
Panhandle farms. The results should also prove useful to agricultural 
policy makers for estimati ng expected responses to proposed agricultural 
programs or alternative economic conditions. 
Area of Study 
The results of this study are applicable to dryland crop farms of 
the Oklahoma Panhandle (Figure 1). Irrigated cropland and land in areas 
which are largely range are excluded. Adjustment problems on irrigated 
cropland are considerably different from those on dryland. Moreover, 
i rrigated cropland constitutes only 3 percent of Panhandle cropland.1 













Figure 1. Map of Oklahoma Showing Area of Study. 
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Excluding the range land essentially eliminates large cow herds or 
ranching operations as economic alternatives. 
The Panhandle includes about 10.2 per cent of the land in farms in 
Oklahoma but only about 4 per cent of the commercial farms. 2 Nearly . 
4 
16.1 per cent of the state wheat acreage and 12.8 per cent of the state 
wheat production are located in the Panhandle.3 About 25 per cent of the 
state grain sorghum acreage and 25 per cent of the harvested yield are 
found in the Panhandle.4 In 1959, almost 161 thousand head of cattle, 
approximately 5 per cent of the state total, were on Panhandle farms 
and rancheso5 Of course, many of these cattle were on ranches excluded 
from this study. 
Rainfall in the Panhandle is relatively limited but the growing 
season is fairly long. Long term average annual rainfall at Beaver, in 
the eastern end of the Panhandle, is 18.5 incheso 6 At Boise City in 
the western end, the average is 16.5 inches and at Goodwell, near the 
center of the Panhandle, the average is 17.0 inches. 7 The three stations 
averaged 195 days with temperatures above 32 degrees in 1962.8 The 
rainfall pattern and amount not only limit crop yields but also present 
Vol. 
2u. s. Bureau of the Census, U. s. Census of A~riculture: 12....22., 
1, Counties, Part 36, Oklahoma (Washington:-19 1), pp. 180:J:"8"b. 
3Ibid., PPo 226-231. 
4Ibid. 
5Ibid., pp. 206-211. 
6u. s. Department of Commerce, Climatological Data Oklahoma, Annual 
Summary 1962, Vol. 71, No. 13 (Washington, 1963), pp. 194-1960 
?rbi do 
8rbid., pp. 197-198. 
5 
serious management problems to Panhandle farmers. Machinery operations 
must be performed in a shorter time period than would otherwise be the 
case and, quite often, extra machine operations are required for no other 
reason than to prevent wind erosiono 
Method of Analysis 
This is primarily a short run analysis with some resources-- land, 
machinery, and operator labor--assumed to be fixed to the farm . Costs 
associated with these fixed resources are assumed to be constant regard-
less of the farm organization or the level of output for any s i ngle 
activity. Variable resources such as hired labor or borrowed capital 
are assumed to be available and attainable in any amounts to be combined 
with the fixed resources. Emphasis throughout this study is given to 
farm organizations which combine the fixed and variable resources i n a 
manner which permits maximum returns above total variable costs . 
Optimum farm organizations are ascertained for each set of conditions 
by means of linear programming. As a technique, linear programming is 
not without limitationso Yields, rates of production, production r equire-
ments, prices, etc o, must be specified accurately if the results are to 
be worthwhileo However, the same can be said for other techniques which 
consider various alternatives and result in the selection of an optimum 
organizationo Linear programming has the distinct advantage over the 
other methods in that a much larger number of activities and resource 
restrictions can be considered and results obtained in only a fraction 
of the time required by the others . In addition, the programming 
technique provides a large amount of useful information about the 
6 
stability of the final solution.9 That is, linear programming provides 
information about the ranges over which product prices and activity 
costs or returns can vary without resulting in changes in the optimum 
organizationo In addition, it presents information on the reduction in 
net returns (Zj-Cj values) which would result from increasing or de-
creasing an activity by one unit and the number of units of the activity 
over whiph these costs are constant (linear)olO 
Organization for Remainder of Thesis 
The discussion in the remainder of the thesis will follow the 
organization belowo In general, Chapter JI contains.the over;..all pro-
blem setting, Chapters III, IV, and V the results, and Chapter VI the 
summary and conclusions9 
Chapter II - Problem Settingo Assumptions abo-q.t the fixed re-
source$ and the availability of variable resources are explained in 
Chapter IIo Characteristics of the assumed crop and livestock activities 
are also considered in this chapterQ 
Chapter III~ Optimum Farm Organizations for Current Prices and 
Allotmentse In Chapter III, optimum farm organizations are determined 
for the assumed cl,l.rrent prices and allotments with fixed machinery and 
land resources~ Several interest rates on borrowed capital and alter-
native sets of livestock activities are consideredo 
9For a detailed explanation and interpretation of linear pro= 
grarnrning see Earl 0., Heady and Wilfred Candler, Linear Programming 
Methods (Ames, 1958)0 · 
10A wore detailed discussion of stability ranges and shadow prices 
is presented in Ch~pter III, 
Chapter IV - Optimum Farm Organizations for Alternative Priceso 
Optimum farm organizations are determined for a variety of wheat, grain 
sorghum, and livestock prices •. Allotments are ~eluded. 
Chapter V - Optimum Farm Organizations for Land Expansion Alterna~ 
tives and Alternative .Amounts of Capttal. In the first part of this 
chapter, optimu.m farm organizat;l.ons are determined for both buy-land 
and ren~land alternatives. In the latter part of the chapter, optimum 
org~izations are ascE;1rtained for alternative lev.els of capital., 
7 
Chapter VI - Summary and Conclusions .. A summary of the study is 




The purpose of this chapter is to examine in some detail, resource 
characteristics and alternative activities which can be produced using 
these resources in the Oklahoma Panhandle. First, characteristics of 
the fixed resources such as land, machinery, and operator labor will be 
explained. Second, availability characteristics of variable resources 
such as hired labor and borrowed capital will be considered. Finally, 
characteristics of the assumed crop and livestock activities will be 
discussed. 
Sources of Data 
Input, output, and cost data for the crop and livestock activities 
used are reported in Processed Series P-459.1 Crop and livestock budgets 
in that publication show the expected outputs of the various activities 
for given resource inputs. In addition, information on the groupings of 
Panhandle soils, machinery costs, current resource and product prices, 
and estimated overhead costs appear. The data reported are taken from 
experiment station research, farmer experience, estimates by scientists, , 
and other sources. 
1Harry Ho Hall et al., Resource Requirements, ·Costs~ Expected 
Returns; Alternative Crop~ Livestock Enterprises; Oklahoma Panhandle, 




Soil Resource Situations 
As a first step in specifying soil resource situations, nonirrigated 
cropland soils of the Panhandle were divided into two large groups: 
(1) clay loam soils and (2) sandy soi ls. Within each group, soils with 
similar physical characteristics, yield capabilities, and management 
requirements were combined into productivity classes. Four clay loam 
productivity classes: Ca, Cb, Cc, and Cd and three sandy productivity 
classes: Sa, Sb, and Sc were specified. Estimated crop yields derived 
from long-time average expected yields on harvested land using "improved 
practices" were assigned to each productivity class. Improved practices 
are those employing the latest technology currently available and are 
generally associated with current experiment station recommendations. 
The assumed yields for the different crops by productivity class are 
presented in Table I. 2 
Not all the nonirrigated cropland involved in the classification 
described above is included in this study. All of the Sa cropland, 
which is found in Beaver and Texas counties, is excluded. Part of the 
Cc and most of the Cd cropland in Beaver County is also excludedo The 
original classificati on included 1.6 million acres of nonirrigated crop-
land representing approximately 2.2 million acres of land in farms. 
This compares to totals in the Panhandle of 2.4 million acres of crop-
land and 3.3 million acres of land in farms.3 Approximately, 1.3 million 
2Representative soils for each of the productivit y classes can be 
found in Appendix Tables I and II. Distribution of soils by productivity 
class within counties appears in Appendix Table IV. 
3u.s. Bureau of the Census,~.~. Census of Agriculture: 12...22., 
Vol. 1, Counties, Part 36, Oklahoma (Washington, 1961), pp. 15~1. 
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TABLE I 
CROP AND GRAZING YIELDS BY PRODUCTIVITY CLASS, OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE 
Productivity Class 






G . a razing: 
Unit Ca Cb Cc Cd Sb S 
bu. 14 12 10 
cwt. 9.0 5.5 8.0 




Grain sorghum stubble AUM .20 .12 .15 .10 .20 
Fall wheat grazing AUM .JO .25 .20 .15 .20 
.oo 
.18 
Grazed out wheat AUM 2.10 1.90 1. 70 1.50 1.50 1.20 
Grazed out forage 
sorghum AUM 1.10 . 90 LOO .so 1.10 
Reseeded croplandb AUM LOO .90 .so • 70 .so 
aNative range grazing is .6 AUM per acre of range. 
bGrazing beginning with the third year. No yield is available the 
first two years. 
Source : Harry H. Hall et al., Resource Requirements, Costs and 
E;xpected Returns; Alternative Crop and Livestock Enterprises; Oklahoma 





acres o~ nonirrigated cropland representing 1.6 million acres of land in 
fa~s are i+lcluded in t~is study. The cropland included in this study 
constitutes approzunately 80 per cent of the cropland in the original 
classification and about 55 per cent of the Panhandle cropland~ About 
70 per cent of the land in farms in the original classification and 
50 per cent of the land in £arms in the Panhandle are represented by this 
study. 
Panhandle soi~s were divided into two soil rQsourae situations. 
The Panha~dle Clay Loapi soil resouroe situation acco\UltS for sli~tly 
over 1.1 million acres of cropland, som:e in each of the three Panhandle 
counties. The Cimarron Sandy soil resource situation accounts for nearly 
118 thousand, acres of cropland, most of it in Cimarron Co'q!lty. Based on 
available records, .the amounts of range land, roads, etc., associated 
with eac;:h of these resource situations were also specified. For the 
Panhandle Clay LQam resource situation, the distribution is as follows: 
84.1 per cent cropland, 12.8 per Qent native range, and J.l per cent in 
!armsteads and reads. For the Cimarron Sandy situation, the distribution 
is: 8106 per cent cropland, 15o3 per qent native range~ and 3el per cent 
in !armsteads and roads,4 
Representqtive farms for each o! the soil resource situations were 
specified o~ the ba~is of the 1959 agricultural Qensus and ASCS recordse 
Both farms are tyPical i:p. size of many in the Panhandle. The represent ... 
ative farm for the Panhandle Clay Loron situation has a total of 880 acres 
ine~uding 740 acres ot cropland. There are 960 acres in the represent-
ative farm !or t~e Cimarron Sandy situation including 783 acres of 
4nistribution of sQils by productivity class among the various use 
groups appears in App~ndix Table lV. 
12 
cropland" Acres of croplano. by productivity cJ,.ass and acres of native 
range, wheat allotment, eto., comprising the two representative farms are 
presented in Table II. 
TABLE II 
LAND CLASSIFICATION AND WHEA'r ALLOTMENTS FOR REPRESENTATIVE 
FARMS, OKLAHOMA PANHANDI,,E 




Land Landa Land Landa 
.. acres-























a'.J;'wenty per cent nonharyested cropland exclud.edo 
b Includes farmsteads., roads, waste., etco 












Typically, the relatively low amounts of rainfall in the Panhandle 
along with the erratic distribution in some years forces the abandonment 
of relatively large amounts of crops .. In addition, some of the cropland 
13 
is intentionally fallowed or left id,le at regular intervals., For pur-
poses of thil:3 study, it is assumed that an average of 20 per cent of the 
cr9pland is not harvested each year because of either idleness, fallow, 
or crop failure. Thµs for planning purposes, crops are harvested from 
only 80 per cent of the cropland each year. Amounts of harvested crop-
land by productivity class for each of the representative farms are shown 
in Table II. 
Generallr, some costs are incurred on nonharvested cropland. MachinF 
ery and seed oo~ts are incu,rred, on failure acres and machinery costs are 
involved in fallowing land. Such costs cannot be properly charged to any 
particular crop activity, however .. For this reason, costs associated 
with nonharvested cropland are assumed to be whole farm rather than 
activity costs in this studyo rhey have been deducted from the programmed 
retu,rns in order to arrive at estimates of return13 to land~ labor, manage= 
ment, and risk., Assumed nonharvested cropland costs are $193070 for the 
Panhandle Clay Loam ta.rm and $202.80 for the Cimarron Sandy farm.5 
Machinery Costs 
In order to make specific cost estimates for crop activities it is 
necessary to assume a specific complement of machinery<) A complement 
consisting o! one four ... pl,ow tractor and au,xiliary equipment is assumed 
for each repFesentative farm~ Items constituting this set of machinery 
along with the average apnual investment~ per acre annual fixed costs, 
and per acre variable costs :t;or each item are shown in Table III~ This 
5per acre estimates of nonharvested cropland costs can be found in 
Appendix Table Vo 
TABLE III 
ESTIMATED COSTS AND INVES'l'MENT.REQUIREMENTS FOR ONE-FOUR PLCM 
TB.ACTOR .AND EQUIPMENT, . OKLAHOMA PANHANDLF;: 
Average Annual Machine 
14 
.Annual · Fixed Costs Variable Cost 
Macm.ne Investment ·Per Acre Per Acre 
-dollars;_ 
.. 
Traetor, 4 plow· 2~Jq4o20 Oo408a Oo897 a 
Chisel,. .1.5 ft. .579.60 0.112 Oo0.57 
Cultivator,~ row 29.5080 011047 OqlJl 
:Prill, l,6 ... J.O .511 .. 20 0 .. 167 0,202 
Harrow, _4 section 121020 00014 00003 
Lister 11 4 row 414000 Ool.57 0<!143 
Oneway, l.5 ft, 697.20 0.148 0.096 
Total 4,963.20 
aCost per hour of useo 
Source: Harry H. Hall et al., Resource Requirements, Costs, !,ng 
Eas;pe9ted Retunis; Alternative Crop and Livestock ~IJ?rises; Oklahoma 
Panhandl•b Olclahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Processed Series 
P-4.59. . 
15 
set of equipment has a capacity of 1,200 acres 0£ c:ropland"6 
Machinery variable costs including gas, oil,, grease, and repairs 
can be easily allocated to crop aoti vi ties. and wer.e .i:r>.oludecl as :,a part 
of the costs tor the respective crop activiteso The amount of machine 
'lll,se for eac~ crop (shown in Appendix Table IX) along with the cost esti= 
mates in Table III can be used to estimate the machine costs with the 
excep'j:;ion of harvesting costs, :(or any of the crop activities\'> All 
havvesting including grain combining, hay O'Q.tting and hauling, etco, are 
assumed to be custom hired.. Machine fi:xed costs a.re constant for the 
year regardless of how much the machine is usedo If machinery fixed 
costs were to be al~ocated among the various crop activities, an annual 
usage rate fo;r each machine on each activity would have to be specified~ 
In this study, fixed machinery costs are classed as overhead costs~ A 
di,sucssion of overhead costs appears later :i.n the chapter., 
Labor Availability 
Labor req.uirements for the various activities and the ruqount of 
operator labor available hav:e been grouped in four periods within the 
year: (1) Janu.a:ry .. April, (2) May-July, (?) Au.gust-September, and 
(4) October..,Decemb~r. A:moWltS of operator nonmanagement time by periods 
available for performing labor tasks are shown in Table IV!/ Nonmanage= 
men.t time is that time for performing tasks for wl:J.ich only labor is 
required s-q.ch as traotar driving, feeding livestock, etc. A certain 
amo'Unt of management time for making cropping plans, business trans~ 
6odell L~ Walker, Wlpubl:)..shed.data. on machinery practices, Oklahoma 
Panhandle, Oklahoma. Agricultural Experiment Station (Stillwater)o 
actions, etco, is required in addition to the nonmanagement timeo The 
non.management time in Table IV represents that part of the manager's 
time not required for management jobs. It is assumed that, any amount 
of additiona.l labor can be hired for $lo2.5 per houro 
TABLE IV 
AVAILABILITY OF OfERATOR 1Al30R FOR FARM:ING PURPOSES, 
Ol{LAHOMA PANHANI)LEa 
Per:i.od Qf Hours of' 
Year Nonrnanagement Time 
Jan,.. Apr .538 
May .. Ju:). 506 
Aug ""' Sep 352 
Oct ... Dec 462 
a.Assumes 22 working days p~r month excluding February when there 
are 20 dayso Allows six hours per day Dec - Mar; seven hours per day 
Apr, May, a:p.d Nov; and eight hours per day J'un ... Oct f'or nonmanagement 
time. 
Capital Availability 
Througbot1.t most of the analysis, it is assumed that any amount of 
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c13.pital can be borrowed at the specif'ied rate of interesto The specified 
rate of interest is constant over all amounts of capital .. In the fixed 
capital portion of Chapter V, however, the amount of capital is fixed at 
alternative levels, No interest charge is made on those fixed amounts 
of capital .. 
At various points in the analysis, reference is made to total 
capital requirements and annual capital requirementso Total capital 
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represents the total amount of capital used by an activity or a combina-
tion of activities (organization). Annual capital is the average amount 
of capital used. over a year's time. For example, the total capital 
requirement for buying a steer is the full cost of the steero If the 
steer is carrj,ed for a year before 'being sold, the average amount of 
capital is the same as the total amount 9 However, if the steer is sold 
after six months, the average (annual) capital requirement is only one-
half of the totalcapital.requirernento Thus, total capital requirements 
are always equal to (or greiater than) annual capital requirementso All 
interest charges are made on the basis of annual capita.lo 
Crop Activities 
Crop activities considered as alternatives include most of those 
producep on nonirrigated cropland in the Panhan,dlep7 Of these, only 
wheat and grain sorgh'Ull\ are marketed directly; all the others are marketed 
indirectly throµgh livestock. In addition,to grai:p., whetl.t provides fall 
and winter grazing in most years and grain sorghum provides stubble 
grazing after the grain is harvested., e;x:cept on Sc croplandp. Grain sor.., 
ghun:i residue must be left on Sc cropland as a preventive against wind 
erosio;n if the assumed yie].ds are to oe maintained over time. It is 
assumed that wheat can be grazed as late as March 1 without reducing 
grain yields., 8 
7According to the 1959 census of agric~ltt1.re, 16,432 acres of broom-
corn were harvested in 1959 and 14,848 acres in 19.540 Because the amount 
of broomcorn is so small, the market limited, and the large amount of 
migratory labor required, broomcorn is not included in this studyo 
8For further discussion of wheat pasture for the Panhandle see Odell 
Le Walker and James S., Plaxico»~ Survey£! Production Levels !BS! Vari= 
ability ,,2£ Small Grain Pastures !!! Oklahoma~ Processed Series P-33~ 
(Stillwater~ 1959)" 
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Crops with indirect markets include forage sorghum, grazed out wheat, 
and reseeded cropland. Forage sorghum can either be harvested for hay or 
grazed out during the fall and early wipter. Grazed out wheat requires 
no allotment since it is grazed out by May 15. The reseeded cropland 
activity permits cropland to be reseeded to :native pasture. Grazing and 
grain yield coefficients for the crop activities appear in Table I. 
Livestock Activities 
Eight buy-sell feeder activities and seven cew-calf activities are 
included for consideration. Each feeder activity assumes the purchase 
of 11 good to choice" steers and the sale of '!good'' steers, Feeder heifers 
We+'e noi;,considered as alternatives~ However, by adjusting the initial 
weights, ~he sell:Lng weights, and the prices used, activities including 
heifers or other grades of livestock can be considered, All feeder 
activities assume a death. loss equivalent to one per cent o! the sellipg 
we:i.ght. Essential features of the eight buy-sell activities are shown 
in Appendix Table XI. 
Spring as well as fall calving cow ... calf activities are consideredo 
Both a .fall and a spring calving activity in which the calves are creep 
fed are included. It is assumed that all calves are sold as good-choice 
;feeders, A death loss among cows and heifers of 3,25 per cent is assumedo 
A summary of the characteristics of the cow .. calf act:i.vities appears in 
Appendix Table XII, All requirements are averages per cow for a 25 cow 
herd including bull apd replacement heifer expenses~ All crop and live~ 




PROGRAMMED ACTIVITIES AND IDENTIFYING NUMBERS 
Activity Number 
Type of AGtivity Panhandle Clay Loam Cimarron Sandy ________ ,......_,_ __ ..,.__,.. _ __,,P_,. j.) (PJ·) 
Real activities:a 
B'1~y~sell feeders 1-8 1~8 
Cow-calf · 9-15 9-15 
Wheat for grain 16 ... 19 16,17 
Grain sorghum 20 ... 23 18,19 
Forage sorghum for hay 24 ... 27 20,21 
Grazed o'U.t wh~at 28-;31 22,23 
Grazed out forage sorghUI!l 32 ... 35 24,25 
Reseeded cropland 36 ... 39 26,27 
Hire laborb 40-43 28-31 
Borrow capital 44 32 
Buy hay 45 33 
Sell wheat 46 34 
Sell grain sorghum 47 35 
Buy land 48 36 








Small grain grazing 
Oct 1-Mar l 
Mar 1-May 30 
Stubble grazing (Oct l ... Mar 1) 
Wheliit 
Grain sorghum 
Land (buy or rent) 
101 ... 104 
105 
106 





















a.There is a crop activity and a disposal activity for each class of 
landq The :first num'ber of a series is for class ''a" land, the second for 
class 11b11 , etqo 
0There is a labor hiring activity and an operator labor disposal 
?-ctivity for each p1;u:11iod of the yearo The .first number of a series is 
for the JanpApr period, the second for May~Jul, etco 
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Price Assumptions 
Prices ;for all factors of production, with the exception of live-
stock and capital, are constant throughout all phases of this analysiso 
Igno:r;-ing the cost of purchased livestock and borrowed capital, the cost 
of production for each activity is constant as a result of this assump-
tion. Assumed p:r:ices paid by tanners are presented in Appendix Table VIo 
Product prices~ on the other hanq are not held constant. For much 
ot the ana.lys:i.s, how~ver, e.ssentially curl"ent pl'iees !or li vestook and 
crops are assumed, Livestock prices approximate the 1950~1961 average 
price level. Wheat and grain sorghUlll prices approJP,.mate the 1960-1961 
support prices. Fqr the alternative price ana+Ysis in Chapter IV, 
current livestock prices are associated with a grain :sorghum price of 
$lo.56, From that point, livestock prices are assumed to vary directly 
with grain sorghum prices. Variations in wheat prices are independent 
ot either grain sorghum or livestock prices. Assumed prices received 
by farmers are present~d in Appendix Tables VI and VII9 
Overhead Costs 
It is difi,'icul,t to allocate some costs to l?pecii,'ic activities 
because they are essentially constant regardless of the combination of 
activities or the level of output for each. Items in this category are 
depreciation and maintenance Qn 1:;>uildings, tences, and livestock equip-
ment; machinery fixed costs such as depreciation, interest on invest-
ment, and insurance; ap.d land taxes. These costs have no influence on 
decil?ions relative to combinations of activities or the level of any 
particular activity. They do, however, affect the amount of returns 
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from any combination of activities., Consequently., overhead costs are 
considered to be whole farm costs and deducted from the net returns 
estil:nates of each optimum organization. .Estimateq. annual overhead costs· 
for the two representativ~ farms are $3,517 for Panhandle Clay Loam and 
$3,583 for C;marron Sandy,9 
9\_ 
Cost items constituting these estimates are found in Appendix 
Table x., 
CHAPTER III 
OPTIMUM FABM ORGANIZATIONS FOR CURRENT 
PRICES AND ALLOTMENTS 
Optµ,i,;un organizations under present price and allotment conditions 
!or the resource $it\'l.at:i.ons d.esori'beci..in Ch~pter II az,~ presented in 
·t:P,is chapter. Alternative sets of prod"U.otion activities and a variety 
ot capital costs (interest J;"a.tes) are ~onsid~red~ The results provide 
a bench mark with whiph optimum $fStenls for other economic and resource 
conditions in later chapters can be compa~ed. 
. . 
The set of produotio~ alternatives con$idered clearly affects the 
optinlum organization and the level of returns. Since l!l.QSt pf the crop 
and l;i.vestook acti~t;i.e.s assumed are widely V,sed in the Panhandle, choices 
of most farmers are expected to come from this set. However, buy-sell 
feeder activities utilizing grazed out small grain are not widely used 
·C 
and would be exclwied by some farmers. In order to provide infol;'lllation. 
bot~ for farmers who would incl'llcie graz~ out small grain and those who 
would exclude it, optimum organizations are derived with grazed out wheat 
included as well as excluded. 
The q.vailabil::\.ty or cost 0£ eapital also a.!:t'eots the optimum organ-
ization and tl:le level o! ret-q.:,rns. Ii' capital is relatively expensive 
(exterpal rationing) or if the farmer has a high reservation price on 
his. own capital (internal rationing), capital. conserving enterprises tend 
to be chosen. For example, as capital becom,s mor~ expensive, cows which 
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are moderate capital users tend to be substituted for steers which are 
high capital users., In orde;r to illustrate the effects of both external 
anq. internal capital :rationing, interest rates o! 6. ~i,z.;._e,nd 1.5 per cent 
' • . •t. •. :! ~ ., 
are considered with grazed out wheat included. Interest rates of 6 and 
12 per i;,ent are considered with grazed out wheat excluded. Optimum 
organi~ation~ for 6 per cent interest are estimated and then the changes 
resulting from the higher interest rates considar~d. 
Panhandle Clay Loam, Grazed Out Wl'l.eat Included 
Wheat has a marked yield advantage over grain sorghum on all four 
proo:u.ctivity classes of clay loam soils. 1 In addition., wheat furnishes_ 
more fall grazing than grain sorghum on the clay soils.2 As a conse-
quence, current prices whioh also favor wheat result in the maximum 
allotment of wheat for each of the three interest rates considered in 
this seotion.3 The optimum organizations for this set of conditions 
show~€i the activities inel-q.d.ed and the level of each along with a · 
returns estimate are presented in Table VI. 
Six P~r Cent Interest. A 6 per cent interest rate reflects very 
little capital rationing, either internal or external.. Either the 
manager has a low reservation price on his own capital or he can borrow 
additional capital at a relatively low rate. The optimum organization 
1The marginal rates of substitution of wheat for grain sorghum in 
h'Wldredweight of grain sorghumiper bushel of wheat are: o.64 on ca., 
0.,46 on Cb, o.80 on C0 , and 0.,69 on Cd, 
2see Table I., 
JA~swned current prices are $lo65 per·bushel of wheat and $1056 per 
hundredweight oi' grain sorghum". 
TABLE VI 
OPTIMUM FARM ORQANIZATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE INTEREST RATES, 
. GRAZJm) OUT WBEA!l' INCLUDED, PANHANDLE 
CLAY LOAM RESOURCE S!TUATIONa 
Interest Rate 
six Twelve 
;ctem Unit Percent Percent 
Wheat acre 376 376 
Wheat bu. '+,,546 4,,546 
G:rai:n Sorghum aore 109 lll 
Grain SoJ;'lghum. owt. ·86:r: ' . :· 874 
Forage sorghum fo:r." hay acre 27 25 
Grazed out wneat a:ore 79 79 
Feeder P.5 head 60 60 
Feeder P6 he~d 16 16 
Cow-oa.lf P head 2 . 9 
Cow ... oalt P11 head 3 .., 
Total capital dol, lQ,435 lO,J.54 
Annu,a.1 eapj,t~ dol. 6,685 6,606 
Returns to land, labor., 
ma~agement and riskb dol. 4,730 4,332 
:t,and 'Qse: · 
ca Land 
Wheat, aqre 31- Jl. 
Cb Land 
Wheat aere 331 331 
C Land C 14 14 Wheat acre 
Grain sorghum acre 105 105 
Cd Land 
Wheat acre .. 
Grain sorghum a ere 4 6 
Forage sorgh,um a ore 27 2,5 
Grazed out 
wheat acre 79 79 























bprogra.nwied returns less nonp.arvested cropland costs ($193070) and 
overhead costs ($3,.517). · · 
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for 6 per cent interest includes the full allotment of wheat (376 acres) .. 
The balance of the cropland is in grain sorghum e~cept for enough forage 
sorgnum and grazed out wheat to satisfy the livestock requirementso The 
livestock activities include two feeder activities and a cow ... calf activityo 
All the feeder P6 permitted by the grain sorghum stubble grazing is pro-
duced along with all the feeder P5 which can be produced with the fall 
wheat grazing not utilized by P6~ Cow ... calf P11 is added to the point 
that the native range grazing not used by P5 and P6 is utilized. Total 
capital requirements for this organization are $10,435 and returns to 
land, labor, management, and risk are $4,7300 
This organization is optimum over a rather wide range of price and 
cost conditions. For example, the interest rate can rise to 9 per cent~ 
the price of wheat can fall to $1.51, or the price of grain sorghum can 
vary between $1.36 and $lo65 without causing a change in organizationo4 
Outside these ranges, the changes in organization a.re relatively minoro 
For wheat prices below $1.51 or grain sorghum prices above $1065, some 
of the wheat now on Cc cropland would be shifted to Cd cropland and 
:replaced by grain sorghum. 'J;'here would likely be other minor changes as 
a result of this change. for grain sorgh'Qm prices below $lo36, at least 
some of the Cd cropland now in grain sorghum would be reseeded to native 
pasture., 
A comparison between this optimum organization and an average 
organizatio:p. in the Panhandle is presented in Table VIIo The optimum 
organization contains more wheat but less grain sorghum than the average 
4These and all subsequent references to prices for wheat and grain 
sorghum are prices per busht;d of wheat and per hundredweight of grain 
sorghum,, 
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one. The average organization is based on a sample of Panhandle farms 
and it may be that some ot the farms sampled are more like the sandy 
situatiqn treated later in this cbapter than like the clay loam situa-
tion. An average organization based on both Panhandle Clay Loam and 
Cimarron Sandy type !arms would not be expected to have an organization 
exactly li~e the optimum for either. 
TABLE VII 
COMPAaISON OF PRESENT AND OPTIMUM CROPPING 




















a.From: Odell L. Walker, unpublished data on machinery practices, 
Oklan.oma Panhandleii Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station, Stillwater,. 
0Based on Table VI, 6 per cent interest. 
Twelve and Fifteen Per Cent Interest., Each of these interest rates ..-.-., '' -...... __..,_..... 
yields a unique organization but the changes from the organiztion for 
6 p~r cent inte:re13t are only minor.. Furthermore, the organization for 
15 per cent interest is optimum for.all interest rates between 12 .. 5 and 
24 per cent, The principa]. change resulting from the increased capital 
costs is the decrease in returns to land, labor, management, and risk., 
Returns for 12 per cent interest are $398 less and those for 15 per cent 
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interest are $598 less than those for 6 per cent interest. Most of the 
deareas.e is due to the higher oapi tal charge on the relatively constant 
amoup.t of capital. The organization fo:r l.5 per cent interest would yield 
returns of $4, 72.5 if the interest rate were oPl,y 6 per eent compared .to 
$4,730 returns for the optimUir.1 organization at 6 per oent interest. 
As the interest rate rises from 9 per eent, the amount of forage 
sorgh'Qlfl decreases ~d the amount of grain sorghUlll increaseso Along with 
the inerea~e i;n grain s<;>rghum, fe.eder P6, which utilizes grain sorghum 
stubble, increases ap.d feeder P5 decreases. Cow-calf P9; which util,izes 
more range and less forage sorghum hay, is substituted for eow-ealf P11 .. 
As ill.ustX'ated a'bove, the pract:l,eal e:ff eets of tri.ese changes in terms of 
their eff eot on returns are almos.t negligible .. 
Panhandle Clay Loam, Ora.zed Out Wheat Excluded 
Many farmers have an aversion to bu.y .. s~l type livestock due to 
e~$Cted pr'l,ee risk, :iaek of e,21:per:i,ence in buying and selling steers, 
high capital requirEi)Illents, and other reasons ari.sing from personal 
preference .. In addition, spring wheat grazing used by some buy .. sell 
activities is a highlr variable and uncertain orop. Activities utilizing 
wheat pasture are especially suspe~t to those farmers averse to buy-sell 
activities atl1Way. Because activities utilizing grazed out wheat would 
+Lot be used by l:JQ.llle farmers, optimum organizations with graze out alterna-
tives excluded have been determined. 
Excluding the grazed out wheat alternative results in feeder 
activities P5 and P6 being eliminated. Both activities are relatively 
profitable, partly beeaus~ the gains are quite high and partly because 
the oost per unit of gain is low. Returns for t)J.e two activities and 
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their requ:i,rements for wheat pasture, cottonseed eake, and grazedo,;i.t 
wheat a.re exactly the same. However, the cost for P6 is slightly lower 
since it utilizes grain sorghum stubble in place of some of the hay 
J;'equ.5,red by P 5• When wheat pasture and grazed out wheat are available 
one Qf these feeder activities enters the solution. P6 enters if grain 
sorgh'Qlll st'!lb'ble is available; P.5 enters if' only wheat pasture is avail ... 
able. 
Only two interest rates, 6 and 12 per cent, are qonsidered in this 
part ot the analysis. Optimum organizations for both are presented in 
Table VIII. Compared to the organizations in which grazed out wheat is 
inolu.ded, the changes are quite marked. There are .fewer livestock, 
capital requirements are lower (due largely to the decrease in the number 
o.f livestock), and returns to land, labor, management, and risk are lower. 
Grain sorghum ha~ ~nereased, siglrl,.fieantly so at 12 per cent interest. 
At 6 per cent interest" 79 acres .of cropland are reseeded to native 
pafture. However, the .full allotment of wheat is included in both organ .. 
izations. 
~ Per .~ ;tnterest_ Compared to the organization for 6 · per eent 
·1ntE;1:rest 1n·wnioh grazed ou.t wheat is·included, there are several signi-
ficant changes, There are now only 26 head of f'eeder livestoclc compared 
to ?6 before, The number of cows is greater, 11 instead o.f J. However, 
f'rom a practical sta.ndpoint, the number of cows is still probably below 
the xninim'2lll a farm manager woUld be wiJ.lrirl.g to include in an activity. 
The amount of wheat produced is the same (J76 acres) but the amount o.f 
grain sorghum has increased by 15 acres. Total capital requirements 
have decreased by $3,844 and returns to land, labor, management, and risk 
TABLE VIII 
OPTIMUM FARM ORO:ANIZATIONS FOR .AI.,TERNATIVE IN~ST RATES, 
GRAZED OUT WHEAT EXCLUDED, PANHANDLE 













· Annual capital 
Returns to land, l.abor, 





















































bprog;r;-ammed returns less nonharvested cropland costs ($193,70) and 
overhead costs ($3,.517). 
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have.decreased by $1,487, a decrease of almost one-third. 
This organization is optinaum over a relatiyely wide range of price$ 
and costs. The interest rate ca~ rise as high as 10.5 per cent without 
causing a change, the price of wheat can fall to $1oQ8, or the price of 
grain sorghum Qan r;lse to $1.60. Above an interest rate of 10.5 per cent, 
the organization £or 12 per c~t is optimum. For wheat prices below 
$1,,08 or grain sorghum prices above $J,.60, wheat would, decrease, leaving 
sQme allotment µnused, and grain sorghum would increase. Reseeded crop-
land wo~d probably oe dropped al!:iO bec;iause grain sorghum would be 
relatively more profi~able. 
Twelve Per ~ In~er,est1• AS a result pf increasing the interest 
rate from 6 to 12 percept, several changes in organization take place, 
some of them rather minor, Feeder aqtivity r7 and reseeded cropland are 
dropped from the organization. The number of cows deereases from 11 to 
8. The amo~t o;f grain sorgb:um in.creases by 88 acres on the Cd cropland, 
replacing the reseeded aropland and most of the forage sorghum. Total 
capital requir~emts are $3,606 less and returns are $595 less than those 
for 6 per oent interest. If the interei;it rate w<;3re only 6 per-cent, 
this organization would yiel<;l returns of' $2,817 which is $426 les.s than 
the returnl!l fo;ri the optimum organization for 6 pe.r cent interest, 
Excluding grazed out wheat when the interest rate is 12 per cent 
causes rather signitioant changes from the organi~ation in which grazed 
o"Ut wheat is includ.ed. Firs1:,, there are no feeder livestock compared 
to 76 head of feederl:i when grazed out wheat is inclwted. There is 
near;Ly twice as much grain sorghum, 212 acres compared to ll2 aoreso 
finally, total capital requirements are $7,369 less and returns are 
$1,684 less ($2,648 compared to $4,332) than when grazed out wheat is 
permittec;l. 
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The interest rate must rise above 34 per cent before a change from 
the organtzation for 12 per cent interest is profitableo For interest 
rates above 34 per cent, cow ... calf P12 would replace cow-calf P13 and 
there would likely be a decrease in the amount of forage sorghumo When 
the interest rate is 12 per cent, the price of wheat can fall to $lol0 
or the price of grain sorghum rise to $2036 without causing a change in 
organizationo For prices outside these ranges, grain sorghum will re-
place wheat on Cd cropland and some of the wheat allotment will not be 
usedo A decrease in the price of grain sorghum below $1053 will result 
in reseeded cropland replacing grain sorghum on Cd. croplando 
Regardless of a manager's risk preferences, these results indicate 
that returns are enhanced by producing all the wheat permitted by the 
allotment, All of the Ca and Cb cropland sho'llld first be used for wheat 
and any r~maining allotment used on C0 or Cd cropland. Much of the 
cropland not used for wheat can best be used for grain sorghum, the 
exact amount depending on requirements of the livestock activitieso 
Including grazed out wheat in the organizat;i.on may increase returns by 
a$ much as $1,.500 to $1,700~ 
Ciraarvon Sandy, Grazed Out Wheat Included 
The Yield advantage between wheat and grain sorghtun on the Cimarron 
Sandy soils is just reversed from that on the Panhandle Clay Loam soilso 
Grain sorghum has a. decided advantage on both Cimarron Sandy productivity 
/ 
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olasses.5 Grain sorghum and wheat both provide 0.2 AUM of fall and winter 
gr~zing on Sb cropland but the grazing values are not likely to be equal. 
Grain sorghum provides no grazing on Sc cropland but wheat furnishes 0,15 
AUM.6 Thus, the y:)..elds of grain sorghum and wheat cannot be compared 
directly on $0 cropland and the advantage of grain sorghum is reduced on Sc 
cropland by the grazing coefficient of wheat. However, the yield advantage 
of ~rain sorghum, as indicated by the marginal rates of substitution, is 
such that .it is a more profitable alternative than wheat unless wheat com-
man~s a big price premium, The advantage is reduced somewhat by the in-
clusio~ of grazed out wheat, along with r5 and P6• Optimum organizations 
and levels of returns for interest rates of 6, 12, and 15 per cent are pre~ 
sented in Table lX. 
Some broomcorn is produced on the Cimarron Sandy soils in the Pan-
han~le. However, because of its limited market and the large a.mount of 
migratory labor it requires, broomcorn is excluded from the study.? 
Six Per Cent lnterest, Once again, a 6 per cent interest rate may 
reflect either a low reservation price on the part of the manager or a 
relatively low ~ate of interest on borrowed capital. For this rate, 
grain sorghum is the principal crop in the optimum organization, uti-
lizing all the Sc cropland and part of the Sb cropland. Some wheat is 
produced on the Sb cropland but the amount is less than that permitted 
by the wheat allotment. The optimum organization inciudes 35 head of 
feeder P6 and 5 head of cow-calf P9• Total capital requirements are 
5The marginal rates of substitution of wheat for grain sorghum in 
hundredweight of ~rain sorghum per bushel of wheat are: 1.43 on Sb 
croplapd and 1.80 oµ Sc cropland. 
6see Table I. 
?see footnote?, page 17. 
TABLE IX 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE INTEREST RATES, 
GRAZED OUT WHEAT ;INCLUDED, CIMARRON 
SANDY RESOURCE SITUATIONa 
Interest Rate 
Six Twelve 
Item Unit Percent Percent 
Wheat acre 206 1.56 
Wheat bu., 1,439 ),.,093 
Grain sorghum acre 383 440 
Grain sorghum ewto 3,624 4,193 
Forage sorghum for hay acre l 2 
Grazed out wheat acre 37 28 
Feeder P6 head 3.5 26 
Cow-ca1.r·p9 head .5 .. 
Cow-calf P1.5 head 7 
Eire labor, May-Jul., hour 214 266 
Total capital dol., 6,782 6,294 
Annual capital dol. 4,824 411688 
Returns to land., labor 
management, and riskb dol~ 1,838 1,.53.5 
Lan<;l Use: 
Sb Land 
206 1.56 Wheat acre 
Grain sorghum acre ;l.73 230 
Forage sorghum acre l 2 
Grazed out wheat acre 37 28 
S0 Land 
210 210 Grain sorghum acre 















Qprogrammed returns less nonharvested cre1pland cost ($202080) and over= 
head casts ($3,.583). · 
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$6,782 and returns to land, labor, management, and risk are $1,8J8o 
The optimum organization for 6 per cent interest is relatively 
-unstable because only small changes in prices or the interest rate cause 
changes in the organization. For example, the solution is stable only 
for interest rates between 5.6 per cent and 6.2 per cent. Below 5.6 
per cent, .there would be an increase in forage sorghum and this change 
implies an incr~se in the number of livestock and the amount of wheat 
also. Above 6.2 per cent interest, the organization for 12 per cent 
interest is optilllum. It involves a deo.rease ;i..n wheat and feeder livestock 
and an increase in grain sorghum a.11:d the number of cowse Increasing the 
price of wheat to $1.66 or decreasing the price of grain sorghum to $lo55 
results in an increase in the amounts of wheat and forage sorghum and a 
partial iau'bsi1:,"U.tion of P.5 for P6• Decreasing the p;rice of wheat to $lo64 
or increasing the price of grain so.rghum to $1. 57 results in a substi tu-
tion of grain sorghum for wheat and P15 for P9• P15 substitutes grain 
sorghum stubble for some of the nati,ve range required by P9• 
'I'we*ve and Fifteen f!!:. .Q.!ai Interest. As the interest rate rises 
from 6 per cent, P 6 is less able to pay the higher interest charge and 
at the same time, overcome the yield advantage of grain sorghum over 
wheat. That is, P6 is profitable enough at lower interest rates that it 
can hold wheat in the organization even though grain sorghum is more 
profitable than wheat. P6 becor.pes relatively less profitable as the 
interest rate rises and is less able to hold wheat in the organization. 
Aoove 6.2 per cent interest, both wheat and P6 decrease in amount and 
above 13~2 per cent interest, they are dropped from the organization 
entirely. As the amount of wheat decreases, .forage sorghum and grazed 
3.5 
out wheat also decrease an,d all three are replaced 'by grain sorghume 
Above 13.2 per cent -interest, all but two acres of the cropland are in 
grain sorghum, Because grain sorghum is a heavy user of May~July labor, 
the amount of labor hired in this period increases a].ong with the increase 
in grain sorghum, 
Compared to tlle organization for 6 per cent interest, the organi~ 
z-ation for 12 per cent requires $488 less total capital and returns are 
$303 less. If the interest rate were only 6 per cent, retµrns for this 
organization would be $1,816 which is only $22 less than the returns 
for the optimum organization for 6 per cent interest9 
The organization for 1.5 per cent interest has no feeder livesto.ck 
and all but two acres of the cropland are in grain sorghum. Compared to 
t~e optimt,m1 organization for 6 per cent interest, total capital require-
ments are $2,92.5 less ($3,8.57) and returns are $.569 less ($1,269). If 
the interest rate were only 6 per cent, returns for this organization 
would be $26.5 less ($1,.573) than for the optumum organization at 
6 per cent interest. Trlis organization is optimum for interest rates 
between 13.2 and 23 per cent, An increase in the price of wheat to 
$1,69 or a decrease in the price of grain sorghum to $lo53 would result 
in f6, wheat, and grazed out wheat entering the organization again. In 
order to determine the ~ffects on the optimum organization o! prices 
outside these ranges, a wide range of prices needs to be considered. 
Such an analysis is reported in Chapter IV" 
Cimarron Sandy, Grazed Out Wheat ~eluded 
The rationale £or detennining the optimum organizatioq with the 
grazed out wheat alternative _excluded was explained in the Panhandle 
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Clay Loam section. The same reasons apply hereo With grazed out wheat 
excluded, only two interest rates, 6 and 12 per cent, are consideredp 
Optimum organizations for both rates of interest are reported in Table Xo 
ln contrast to the organizations including grazed out wheat, there is 
now no wheat at all, All but two acres of the cropland are in grain 
sorghum; tbe remaining two acres are used to produce for~ge sorghUI!l for 
the livestock activities. 
S~~ Per Cent Interest. In addition to 62.5 acres of grain sorghum 
and 2 acres of forage sorghum, the optimum organization for 6 per cent 
interest includes 20 head of feeder P8 and 7 head o! cow-calf P15o Pa in-
volves buying steers in the fall anQ t,eding th~ through t,he winter on 
grain sorghum stubble and cott.onseed cake. 8 Gains as well as returns are 
quite low~ Compared to the orgapization for 6 per cent interest in which 
grazed out wheat is included, total capital requirements are $78.5 less 
($.5,997 compared to $6,782) and returns a:r;,e $1.53 less ($1,68.5 compared 
to $l,6;8)o 
Interest rates between O and 7.1 per cent yield the same optimum 
organization. For interest rates above 7.1 per cent, the organization 
for 12 per cent interest is optimi::uno Wheat prices between O and $1.84 
or grain sorghum prices betwe~~ $1.42 a~d $3.12 yield the same organi-
zat:i,ono Fo:r wheat prices above $1.84 or grain sovghum prices below 
$lo42, wheat would enter' the organization on Sb cropland~ For grain 
sorghUill prices above $3.12, the hay requirements woul~ be purchased for 
$2.0 per ton and the two remaining acres of' cropland would be used to 
8 See Appendix Table Xlo 
TAB~ X 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE INTEREST RATES, 
GRAZED OUT WHEAT EXCLUDED, CIMARRON 
SANDY RESOURCE SITUATIONa 
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Iaterest Rate 
Six · · Twelve 
Item 
Grain so:r;-ghum 
()rain sorghum . 
Forage sorghum ;f'or hay 
Feeder Pe 
Cow-oalt P1.5. 
Hire labor, May,..J'\ll.. 
Total capital 
Annual capital 
Returns to land, l.abor, 














































bprogra.nuned retunie less noollarvested cropland costs ($202980) and 
overhead costs ($3,583). 
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produce grain sorghum. Thus, i.n contrast to the organizatic;,n for 
6 per oent interest in which grazed out wheat is inclu,ded, this organi-
zation i~ quite stable over a wide range of prices and costs. 
Twelve Per ~ Inter~st. Compared to the o:i;-ganization for 
6 per cent interest, the ohanges are minor and returns are reduced only 
slightly. At lZ per Qent interest, Pa is excluded entirely and P15 is 
inoreas~ from 7 to 8 head. These are the only activity changes. Total 
capital requirements are reduced by $2,147 (from $5,997 to $3,850) and 
returns to land, labor, management, and risk are reduoed by $277. For 
an interest charge o! 6 per qent, returns from this organization would 
oe only $74 ($1,611 compared to $1,685) less than for the optimU!ll 
organization for 6 per cent inter11;11J1t" 
Com:f)ared to the organization !or l2 per cent interest in which the 
iraze out alternative is included, there are now no feeder livestock and 
no.wheat. Total capital requil;'eme;its are $2,444 less but returns are 
only $127 less. !s a matter of interest, if only a 6 per cent interest 
charge is made on the capital requirements of this organization, returns 
wouJ,d be only $227 less ($1,611 compared to $1,838) than the returns for 
the optim.um organization !or 6 per eent interest in wnieh grazed out 
wheat is included, 'rhus, f.armers wi'l;,h soil$ similar to the Cimarron 
Sandy soils do not sacrifice a large amount o! income as a result of 
excluding grazed out wheat. 
This organ;i.zation is optimum for interest rates between 7.1 and 
Z5 per cent. Above 25 per eent, cow-calf P9 would be substituted for 
cow~calf P15, Sinee P9 requires less forage sorghum than P1.5, an in-
crease in the amount of grain sorghum i1;1 probably implied by this 
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substitution. The organization is optimum for wheat prices between 
0 and $1.84 and for grain sorghum prices between $1.42 and $3.32. For 
wheat prices above $l,84 or grain sorghum prices below $1 11 42, wheat 
would enter the organization on Sb croplando For grain sorghum prices 
above $3.32, forage sorghum hay wquld be purchased and the two acres 
now used to produce forage sorghum would be u~ed for grain sorghum. 
Stability Ranges and Shadow Prices 
Th:e linear p:rogrammtng solution provides information about the 
stability ranges of cost and returns coefficients, the marginal value 
p~oduct of resources (shadow prices) and the ranges of linearity f?r 
Zj ... Cj vaJ.ueso 11 The implicfJ.tion of the limits of the cost Lor retu,rnif 
coefficients is that if all other cost coefficients remain fixed, the 
cost coefficient of the variable ~n question may change to any value 
within the stated range without affecting optimality. 119 In this study, 
these lixnits of the cost coefficients will be termed •stability ranges•. 
Selected stability ranges for the organizations reported in this study 
can be found in Appendix Tables XIII and XIV 0 
The range of activity over which the shadow price applies simply 
defines the limits of linearity, Thus, if an upper limit ot a 
:range turns ~ut to be say, 12,l}.llen the vari!ble in ~uestion can 
replace portions of one or ~any other it~ms in the final solution 
at a cqst penalty.per unit indicated by the shadow price up to a 
limit of 12 units. The shadow price beyond that range cannot be 
predicted~lO 
Actually, the term shadow price is ~sually reserved for the Zj - Cj 
9a. Ro Perry and J. So Bonner, Linear Programming Q2.!!! for ~ A)g-
mented 650, file Noo 10.1.006, 650 Program Library (Los Angeles, 1958, p.8. 
lOibid11 
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values of resources. They represent the marginal value products of the 
resoµrces. 11 No special name has been given to the oth,er Z j - C j values. 
In this study, unstable Zj - C.j values and some others of interest are 
reporte<:l in App~ndix Tables XV and XVI. A Z j - C j value less thai:_:i 
one dollar is arbitrarily assumed to be unstable. 
Interpretation of Returns Estimates 
The estimates of returns to land, labor, management., and risk.re-
ported for the. optimum organizations in this study are residual returns. 
That is, they are the returns remaining after pa~ng some, but not all, 
costs. Costs for items sueh as seed, feed, interest on borrowed capital, 
and variable machine costs were deducted from total returnso Then an 
allowance was deducted for overhead costs including: machinery fixed 
costs, building depreciation and maintenance, land taxes, etc.12 The 
residual is the amount remaining to pay family living expenses, pay for 
tl+e use ot land and labor resources, and provide a reserve for saving or 
growtl;l, Of course, if capital is owned, the resid'UB..1 is greater than if 
interest must be paid on borrowed capita.ii For $7,000 of annual capital 
and. 6 per cent interest, the residual returns wou+d be increased by $420 
i! the capital resources are owned. 
It is not absolutely essential that a deduction for overhead costs 
be made evary year unless the manager is currently paying for the 
reso~rees for whiob these charges are made. In a particular year, this 
. amount oan ·be used for family living, ete. Bowever, if the overhead eost 
11Heady and Candler, P~ 85. 
12Detailed estimates 0£ overhead costs appear in Appendix Table Xe 
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deductions are suspended indefinitely, it will be :j.mpossible to replace 
resourqes from earnings as those resources wear out or become obsolete., 
if the overhead costs are not paid ;frol!l earn:i,ngs, they must be paid from 
past savings or from othev sources if the farm firm it to remain in 
business over the long rur+. 
Income Opportunities Implied by Results 
On the basis of the results in this chapter, some generalizations 
can be made aQout the income opportunities for various owner-renter 
.positions. Three pos:i,t:Lons will be considered: (1) owner of all re-
sources, (2) renter who owns all resou:roes eµroept land 8 and (3) renter 
who owns all resources except land and operating capital.. The income 
estimates are long run no:rma;!. returns. That is, they are average ex-
pected returns over time. The organizations for 6 per cent interest 
pres.ented in Ta,bles VI and IX will be 1,J.sed as the bases for the inf er-
ences in this s~tion. Aggregate land prices assumed are $100 per acre 
for Panhan~le Clay Loam and $60 per acre for Cimarron Sandy. Results 
are presented in Ta"Qle XI,. To make the comparisons, a 6 per cent 
interest charge was made on all borrowed operating capital~ A rental 
charge equal to 5 per cent of the land value is assumed. 
As might be expected., residu,al retul"ns are greatest to the operator 
owning the most resources. For both Panhandle Clay Loam and Cimarron 
Sandy situations, returns are highest to the owner of all resources, 
lower for the renter and lowest for the operator who rents and borrows 
operating capital as well.· Income opportunities are higher on Panhandle 
Clay Loam situations than on Cimarron Sandy situations according to 
these r,asu:J..ts. 
TABLE JC! 




Owner, All ··Part OWner, 
Resourcesb Renter, Land0 Renterd Rel;\louroe Situation 
t ,j i 
,ii I I 1 (ne1t returns to owned. resources) 








aRetu:rms l?hown cl.re ll"esidual ret'l;lrns. It is assumed that the land 
owner pays land taxes and depreciation and maiptenance on buildingse 
bOWJ+s all re~o~rces :i,llqluging land and operatin~ capital. 
cRe:p.ts land, 'qut own~ all other resources including operating capital. 
dRents land, borrows operating capital but owns other fesourceso 
,, 
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CH.AP n:R :CV 
OfTIMUM FARM OEGA~IZAfIONS FO~ ALTERNATIVE P~ICES 
Alt,rnative, <;apital av~iJia'biiity conditiQn~, current prices and 
~J.Qtµ)ent~, and managerial preferelj.ce~ as· to acceptab).e livestock activ ... 
ities w,re ooni,:l,a,red in C}lapter :til, In t~s chi!,pter, optimum organiza-t 
tioµ.s tor a wi.de vari,ty a~ wheat, ·g:rain sorghum, and l:ive(iltock prices 
are ascertatne~. Allotments have 'been elim:1,nated in order to determine 
the unrestricted respon~e to the var:}.QU!3 price conditions" To ful'ther 
emphasize tl+e ef~ects of the priQe variations, an unli!llited arnov.nt of 
Pap;i.tal ;is assumed to be availabl.13 at 6 per cent ixiterest and no activ ... 
ities are exolud~, 
Prices received by tarm"rs varr rather wid,ely over time and can.not 
be pr~dicted in advance w~th exactness. As a result~ decisions qy farm 
managers must pe pased on expected prices. Changes in expected prices 
may ca).J. tor changes in the !arm organization if r~tu:rns to the fixed 
reso\U'oes are to be ma;ri,m.ized~ there is a need on the part of farm 
managers, then~ tor in;f.'ormation about the effects of alternative prices 
on return~ !~om va~i~us comoi~at~ops of activities. If an organization 
is availabie which is optimum over a variety of price con~itions, the 
qeoision~mak~ng proolems of the manager are reduced, 
Farm policy ma~ere have a need for information about the response 
far)ll,rs c~n ~e e~ected to make to various agriculturai programs and 
eepnomio cond~tions, Fp~ example, what pro~uction respon~e can be 
expected to a pvoposed wheat or grain sorghum suppol;'t price? What 
effect, ~f acy, is the proposed pr;i.ce lil;cely to h,ave on the production 
of livestoa);(; anq, suoseql,l,ent:;J.y, on livestock pl;'~ce1:1? Will controls oe 
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necessary in qrder to.maintain production within desired lim:;i.ts? The 
anaiysi$ of this chapter iij direoteq towa:t;'d ~rovi~ing useful information 
for both the i.'ame:r a;nd tl+~ policy maker. 
Two major sil!lpl.ify~ng aisumpt;i.op.s have pesn mao.e. First, allotments 
h~ve 'been excluded entirel,y i;.p obtain in:f.'ormatton abQu.t thE;i tl!lrestricted 
response tq vario~s cqnqition~. The resµlts of Chapter III provide 
:l..nform~tion relative to the effects of allotments& S~cond, livestock 
prices al'e as~rurned to va:ry in. direc;:it. prqport_ion to gra\n sorghum prices. 
Livestock prices in Appendix Table VII ~re assurned to be associated with 
a grain sorgh'Ulll price ot $1,~6 for thi~ purpose. On thi~ basis, the 
_October price f9r a. 459 ib. steer associated with a grain sorgh'Uill price 
of $l,p6 is $iJ.4~'per bundred.weig};lt. When the grain.sorgh-um, price is 
$1.00, th$ steer pr::Lce is ~lS.Ol and when the grain sorg};lurn is $1.70 the 
ste~r price is $25.52. Other livestock prices associated with the grain 
sorg)l.urn price~ ~ssurned in this chapter are presented in Appendix 
T,p.ble VII!. 
According to ec~mo,nic theo:cy, "Maxtwurn profits are attained, with 
costs or rlilliiQurc~s fixed in qµant;i;ty, when the margina],. rate of prod:uct 
sub~titutio:n i,~ inve~sely eq~a],. to the product price ra.tio. 111 For two 
proctu.cts x1 and Y2 this caµ be re:;;tated: 6Y·~./ tY2 :;;: Py2/Pti where 6Y1/ 6Y2 
refers tq the marginal rate of substitu\ion o! x2 for Y1, and Py1 and Py2 
lEa:rl o, Heady, ~c99:omic,s. 2! Agricul tiir:al Production and Reso_urce ~ 
(New York, 1952), pp. 239, 240.. . 
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refer to the prices of Y1 and Y2 respectively. Some resourcesi primarily 
l~nd ar;i.d machinery, are assumed to be fixed in this analysis and the 
marginal r,ates of su.bst;itution are useful in, explaining some of the re-
sults. However, it is difficult to apply tl:i.e marginal rates of sub-
sitution airectly because of the difficulty in specifying them exactlyo 
For exa.mp;J,.e, both wheat and grain sorghum provide fall grazing in addit:i,on 
to g:rain& lt is very difficult to account for both the grazing and grain 
production in a single marginal rate of subsitutio;n. The problem is 
further complicate~ by the d:iffic;n,1lty of assigning a value to the grazing$ 
As a conse~ru.enqe, the marginal. rates of subsitution in terms of grain 
only will be referred to in discussing the :i;-e1;1ults which follow1 In 
spite of their shottcomings :f,l9r.e;x:pl,a:i,ning·the p:rogrammeo. resultsj they 
prov:i,.de some i,ntereE>ting compa~isons and they indicate general directions 
if not exact a.mountso 
Pan.handle Clay Loam Resource Situation 
For this portion of' the analysis, three grain sorghum price~ and 
five wheat prices were selected on a somewha,t arbitrary basiso Grain 
sorghum pri~es seleqte.d a;re: $l.OO~ $1035, an<:i $1.70 and wheat prices 
are: $loOO, $l.15a $lo20, $1.JS, and $1.65.2 Wheat prices of $1.00 and 
$1.1? are use(:i in combination wit,)1 a grain sorghum price of $1. 70 only 
but all other combinations of these prices are consid~red. Certainly8 
not all of these price qombinations are relevant for either current or 
prospective ccnditionsl' A bushel of wheat is approximately equivalent 
to o.66 hundl'edweight of gra,in soi,gpurn for :f;eeding purposes~ Conse-
2once a~a;j.n, t:Pes€) are prices per bushel for wheat and per hundred ... 
weight for grain sorghum. 
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quently 1 the price ratio (Pw/Pgs) is not likely to fall below OG66) 
With a prerp.ium i;;uch as that proposed i.n t,he defeated 1964 wheat program 
($2,00 wheat and $1,.56 grain sorghv.rn), t,he price ratio (Pw/Pgs) is only 
1.29 a;nd a higher ratio seems ,mlike:J.y., Clearly, some of the price 
combinations consiq.ered here ;f.'aJ..1 outside these ranges., However, this 
portion of; the ana:\.ysis oonstitutes a rough price-mapping attempt to 
dete:r;mine the ranges qv~r which d,ifferent organizations are optimum 
without regard to the practical relevance of a particular price com-
b:;i,,nationo Not ever7 combination com:lidered ;,r;l.elded a unique organiza,,. 
tion but tl:),e unique one~s fo'\lnd are presented :i..n Table :XIL 
In gene:ral, for any wheat price al;>ove $lo0.5 amc,mg the price com-
binations consiq.ered, no grain sor~hlJI!l is produced and most of the crop,,,. 
land is in wheat~ When the price of wheat is $1.0.5, the ratio between 
this pri~~ and tb.e highest grain sorghm1t price cans;j_dered, $1.. 70, 1,s o 9 6Z" 
As t,pis ra.tic;> ;j_ncreases, that is, as the price of wheat increases rela ... 
tive to the price of grain sorgh'Ulll~ the program attempts to increase the 
amount of wheat. Thereia.re other minor changes as the price ratio in ... 
ore11ses but their significance is almost negligible .. 
On Cc _cropland, the c:J.ay loam with the highest marginal rate of 
subsitution (60S/tsw ;:: 0.80), the price ratio must fall below 0@62 in 
order for gra:i,.n sorghurn to be pro~uced~ The programming solution for 
$1.00 wheat and $1.70 grain sorghum indicates that a fall in the price 
rati9 to o.~1 would result in grain sorghum ~eing produced on Cd cropland 1 
Lower price ratios were not considered in this section. However, if.' 
;Frank B, Morrison, Feeds and Feeding (twenty-second edition; New 
York, 19,57), pp. 438, 4.54, 45,5 • .,..._. ·.· · 
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TABLE XII 
OP'L'IMUM FARM ORGANIZAT:;I:ONS FOR ALTERNATIVE PRICES OF GRAIN SORGHUM 
AND WHEAT, NO ALLO'rMENTS, PANHANDL~ CLAY LOAM RESOURCE SITUATIOWa 
Grain Sorghum Price $J,.. 70 $1G 70 $1.,oob $lo00 
Wheat Price $1.00 $1~],.5 $1.,20 $1.65 
Item - Unit ._,,...,... 
Wheat acre 369 467 468 474 
Wheat bu~ R<,461 5,426 5,436 5,482 
Gra;;in ~orghum acre 119 .., 
Grain $orghwq cwt. 952 
Forage sc;irghum !or hay a.ere 26 30 29 28 
Grazed outwheat acre 78 94 94 89 
Feeder P 5 head 57 90 90 86 
Feeder P6 head 18 
Cow-calf P9 head 2 
CQw ... caJ.:f,' P11 head 3 2 .. 
Cow ... calf P1z head ..,. 2 
Total capita:). dol. 10,291, ]J,.,844 11,798 11,422 
Ann11a1 capital do;J.. 6,608 7,442 7,391 7,221 
Returns ta land, labor, 
management, an.d X'iskC dolo 2,25.5 3,065 l,300 3,747 
Land VE!·~· 
Ca Lane). 
31 .)1 31 31 Wbeati acre 
Cb Lanc;i 
331 331 331 331 Whei'it acre 
cc Lane). 
89 90 91 Wheat a ore 
G:ra:\,n sorghum acre 119 
Forage sorghum acre 30 29 28 
Cd l.anc;i 
7 16 16 21 W:r1ea:t. acre 
Forage sorghum acre ZfS 
Grazed out wheat acr~ 78 94 94 89 
aLivestock prices are assumed to vary in direct proportion to the 
gra:j.n sorghllp! price. 
bseveral other pric~ combinations yield the same combination of enter-
prises but different return.so Some of those prices and associated returns 
fo~low: · 












0Pr~r,ammed returns less nonharv~sted cropl~nd costs ($193e70) and 
ove:rbead costs ($3,5l7) o ·· 
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these same general relationships hold, the price ratio (Pw/Pgs ) woul d 
have to drop to 0.46 on Ca cropland and 0.28 on Cb cropland before grain 
sorgh'\l!ll would replace wheat. With $1.70 grain sorghum , a price ratio of 
0.28 irr!plies a wheat pr i ce of $0 . 48 and a price ratio of 0.46 implies a 
wheat price of $0,78. In vi ew of such fac t s, it is no surprise that Ca 
and Cb cropland is used to produce wheat for all pr i ce combinations con-
sidered. It should oe emphasize<;i, ~owever, that these results are some-
what exaggerated by the inclusion of the grazed out wheat alternative. 
!he price ratios probably woul d not have to fal l so l ow in order to sub-
stitute grain sorghum for wheat if the graze out alternati ve (and thus 
P5 and P6) were excluded. Marginal rates of substitution of wheat for 
grain sorghum on the various clay loam prod~ctivity classes are r eported 
in Table XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
MARGINAL RATES OF SUB~TITUTION OF WHEAT FOR GRAI N SORGHUM , 
PANHANDLE CLAY LOAM RESOURCE SITUATIONa 
Pl;'oductivity 
Class 
aBased on yields reported in Table I. 






bThese marginal r ates of substituti on are in hundredweight of grain 
sorghum per bushel of wheat . 
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A discussion of the optimum organizations for the different price 
combinations follows. Particular characteristics and some of the sta-
bility ranges for each organization will be considered. 
Wheat $1.0Q 1 ,Grain por~hum $1.?0r The price ratio (Pw/Pgs) for this 
combination of prices is 0.59. As noted above, all of the Cc cropland 
is used to produce grain sorghum for price ratios below o.62. Thus, for 
this combination of prices, the C0 cropland is in grain sorghum. All the 
Ca and Cb cropland is used for wheat and the Cd cropland is used to pro-
duce forage sorghum and grazed out wheat for the livestock. Feeder P6 
is added to the limit of the grain sorghum stubble grazing and feeder P5 
is added to the limit of the fall wheat grazing not utilized by P6• Total 
capital requirements are $10,291 and returns to land, labor, management, 
and ris~ are $2,255. These returns are lower than those for a very 
similar organization reported in Chapter III, primarily because of the 
lower wheat price. 4 That is, a wheat price of $1.00 rather than one of 
$1.65 results in a reduction in returns of approximately $2,500. 
With the grain sorghum price fixed at $1.70, the price of wheat can 
vary between $0 0 87 and $1.05 without causing changes in the optimum 
organization. For wheat prices below $0.87 (Pw/Pgs < 0.51), grain sorghum 
would replace at least some of the wheat on Cd cropland. For wheat 
prices above $1.05, the organization for $1.15 wheat and $1.70 grain 
sorghum is optimum. In that organization, grain sorghum is dropped 
entirel/ and wheat and forage sorghum take over the Cc cropland formerly 
used for grain sorghum. There is also an increase in the number of 
feeder livestock. 
4see ~able VI, p. 24. 
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With the wheat price fixed at $1.00 and livestock prices fixed at 
those associated with $1.70 grain sorghum, the price of grain sorghum 
can vary between $1.68 and $1.86 without causing a change in organiza~ 
tion. Above $1.86, grain sorghum would replace at least part of the 
wheat on Cd cropland. For prices below $1.68• at least part of the Cc 
cropland now in grain sorghum would be shifted to wheat. 
Wheat $1.tS ,and ~1.20, Grain Sorghum $1,?0. Now, the price ratio 
(Pw/Pgs) has risen to o.68. Grain sorghum is excluded from the optimum 
organization and, in its place, wheat and forage sorghum are produced. 
Since no gr~in sorghum stubble grazing is availaole, feeder P6 is replaced 
by feeder P5• There are now 90 feeder animals compared to 75 for the 
preceding combination of prices ($1.70 grain sorghum and $1.00 wheat). 
Largeiy as a res\ll.t of the increase in the number of livestock, total 
capital requirements have increased by $1,553 (from $10,291 to $11,844). 
Returns have increased by $810 (from $2,255 to $3,065). This organization 
would return $2,25i to land, labor, management, and risk if the price of 
wheat were only $1.00, other prices constant. This is only $4 less than 
for th~ optimum organization for $1.00 wheat and $1.70 grain sorghum. 
Thus, most of the increase in returns can be attributed to the increase 
in the price of wheat rather than to the change in the combination of 
activities. 
This specific organization is stable only within relatively narrow 
price ranges. It is optimum only for price ratios (Fw/Pgs) between 
0.62 and o. 70. For price ratios above 0.70,, the substitution of P9 
for P11 permits the substitution of wheat for forage sorghum but on 
only one acre. As the price ratio· rises above 1.37, a shift from 
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P9 to P13 (P+J utilizes some fall wheat pasture) r esults in a decrease 
in P5, grazed out wheat, and forage sorghum and an increase in wheat of 
6 acres, Capital requirements decrease as the amount of wheat increases 
and the number of livestock decr eases. Returns, on the other hand, 
depend more on the absolute level of prices than qn price ratios. Thus, 
when the prices of wheat and livestock are hi gh, returns are high and 
vice versa. 0Qviously, the price of wheat has a greater effect on re-
turns than does the pri ce of grain sorghum since t here is no grain 
sorghum in the organization. 
To sµnnnarize the results of this section, the organization for 
$1.00 wpeat and $1.70 grain sorghum ($1.00/$1.70 = 0.59) is optimum f or 
price ratios (Pw/Pgs) between 0~51 and 0.62. The organizat i on f or 
$1015 wheat and $1.70 grain sorghum ($1.15/$1.70 = o.68) is optimum for 
price ratios between 0.62 and 0.70. The organization for $1.20 wheat 
and $1.00 gra~n sorghum ($1.20/$1.00 = 1.2) is optimum for pr i ce rati os 
between 0.70 and l.J7. Finally, the organization for $1.65 wheat and 
$1.00 grain sorghum ($1.65/$1.00 = 1.65) is optimum for price ratios 
above 1,)7. All of these ranges of optimali ty assume t he inclusi on of 
the grazed out wheat alternative. The price rati os at which changes 
from one organization to another occur would be somewhat higher i f grazed 
out wheat were excluded but the exact values of these higher rat i os were 
not determined in this study. 
Cimarron Sandy Resource Situation 
Three prices each for both grain sorghum and wheat a re consi dered 
for the Cimarron Sandy si tuat i on. Grai n sorghum prices are: $1.20, 
$1.45, and $1,65 and wheat prices are: $1.25, $1.60, and $1 . 75. Optimum 
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farm organizations for all nine price combinations were ascertained. Had 
the 1964 wheat program passed, price ratios as high as 1.29 (wheat $2.00 
and grain sorghum $1.56) might have been relevant. For prospective prices 
for 1964, a price ratio of approximately 0.78 (wheat $1.25, grain sor-
ghum $1.60) appears to be relevant. However, the prices used in this 
section were not selected on the basis of any particular program. They 
were selected in an attempt to illustrate the effects of a wide range of 
price conditiqns. Again, not every price combination selected yielded a 
unique organ~zation but the unique ones found are presented in Table XIVo 
Compared to the results for the Panhandle Clay Loam resource situa-
tion, smaller changes in the ratio of wheat and grain sorghum prices are 
necessary to cause changes in organization. For a price ratio (Fw/Pgs) 
of 1.33, the highest ratio considered in this part of the analysis, all 
of the Sb cropland is in wheat, and grain sorghum occupies only a part 
of the Sc cropland. Feeder activities P5 and P6 also appear in the 
optimum organization since both wheat and grain sorghum appear. As the 
price ratio falls from 1.33, wheat is gradually replaced by grain sorghum. 
Feeder P6 increases at first as it is substituted for feeder P5, and 
then decreases. Capital requirements decrease along with the decrease 
in the number of livestock. Finally, when the price ratio falls below 
0.91, wheat and feeder livestock di~ppear from the organization and 
grain sorghum occupies all but two acres of the cropland. Returns to 
land, labor, management, and risk depend more on the absolute level of 
prices than on price ratios. Thus, no generalizations can be made about 
the change in returns associated with changes in the price ratio (Pw/Pgs). 
However, these results do make it possible to make inferences about the 
effects of alternative agricultv.ral programs, among them the 1964 wheat 
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TABLE XIV 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE PRICES OF GRAIN SORGHUM 
AND WHEAT, NO ALWTMENTS, CIMARRON SANDY RESOURCE SITUATIONa 
Wheat Price $1.60b $1.75 $1.25C $1.75 $1.25 $1.25d 
Grain Sorghum Price $1.20 $1.45 $1.20 $1.65 $1.45 $1.65 
Item Unit --- --
Wheat acre 417 396 223 156 
Wheat bu,. 2,919 2,772 1,561 1,093 
Grain sorghum acre 88 116 350 440 625 625 
Grain sorghum cwt. 787 1,064 3,345 4,193 6,039 6,038 
Forage sorghum for hay acre 23 21 1 2 2 2 
Grazed out wheat acre 99 94 53 29 
·~~eeder P5 head 72 65 
Feeder P6 head 4 39 26 
Feeder Ps head ... 20 
Cow-calf P9 head 4 4 5 
Cow-calf P15 head 7 8 7 
Hire labor, May-Jul. hour 185 266 424 423 
Total capital dol. ].0,361 9,990 7,156 6,294 3,857 6,000 
Annual capital dole 6,778 6,577 5,029 4,688 3,380 4,022 
Returns to land, 
labor, management, 
and riske dol. 429 1,682 ... 519 2,411 860 2,294 
Land Use: 
Sb Land 
417 396 223 156 Wheat acre 
Grain sorghum acre 21 193 230 415 415 
Forage sorghum acre l 2 2 2 
Grazed out wheat acre 29 
Sc Land 
88 95 · 157 210 210 210 Grain sorghum acre 
Forage sorghum acre 23 21 • .-Grazed out wheat acre 99 94 53 
aLivestock prices are assumed to vary in direct proportion to the 
grain sorghum price. 
bwr+eat $1. 75 and grain sorghum $1.20 gives the same solution J:)ut $867 
returns. 
<\J'heat $1060 and grain sorghum $1.45 gives the same solution but 
$1,234 returns. 
ciwheat $1.60 and grain sorghum $1.65 gives the same solution and 
returns. 
~rogrammed returns less nonharvested cropland costs ($202.80) and 
overhead costs ($3,583). 
program. The implications of these results for wheat programs similar 
to the 1964 program will be discussed in a later section of this chapter. 
Some of the price ratios between 1.33 and 0.91 result in changes of 
organization which are of interest and some which are of considerable 
significance. When the ratio falls below 1.23 ($1.75/$1.45 = 1.21), 
grain sorghum is substituted for wheat but only to the point that all 
available operator labor in the May-Jttly period is used. For this ratio 
of prices, grain sorghum is relatively more profitable than wheat but 
not enough so to pay for hiring labor. When the price ratio falls below 
1.05 ($1.25/$1.20 = 1.04), P6 is the only feeder activity remaining. 
Grain sorghum and wheat are divided on Sb cropland in a manner permitting 
tpe maximum amount of P6• As noted abqve, grain sorghum replaces wheat 
entirely when the price ratio falls below 0.91. Marginal rates of sub-
sti,tution (t.GS/AW) for · the two Cimarron Sandy productivity classes are 
presented in Table XV. They cannot be compared directly to the price 
ratios because they do not take account of the grazing furnished by wheat 
and grain sorghum. 
TABLE XV 
MARGINAL RATES OF SUBSITUTION OF WHEAT FOR GRAIN SORGHUM, 
CIMARRON SANDY RESOURCE SITUATIONa 
Productivity 
Class 
aBased on yields reported in Table I. 




bThese marginal rates of substitution are in hundredweight of grain 
sorghum per bushel of wheat. 
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In the final organization of this group ($1025 wheat and $1065 grain 
sorghum), 20 head of feeders Pg have been added compared to the organiza-
tion for $1025 wheat and $1.45 grain sorghum. Returns to land, labor, 
management, and risk increase by $1,434 between the two organizations. 
However, approximately $1,208 of the increase is due to the increase in 
the grain sorghum price. The feeders have adqed only $226 to returns 
but have increased annual capital requirements by $642 and total capital 
requirements by $2,143. Thus, if only a limited amount of capital is 
available, the feeders likely would not be included in the organizationo 
Following_are some of the stability ranges for some of the optimum 
organizations found in this part of the analysis. Only those price 
combinations which appear to have some relevance now or in the near 
future are discussed. 
Wheat $~.75, Grain Sorghum $1.65. Any higher wheat price would cause 
a change in organization but wheat prices down to $1.62 cause no change. 
Any lower grain sorghum price would cause a cnange in organization but 
the price of grain sorghum can rise to $le73 without causing a change. 
For wheat prices above $1.75 or grain sorghum prices below $1.65, cow-
calf P9 would be substituted for cow-calf P15• This substitution would 
make more stubble grazing available and would likely result in an increase 
in P6• Wheat prices below $1.62 or grain sorghum prices above $1.73 
would result in tne substiution of P8 for P6• Since P8 utilizes stubble 
but no wheat grazing, this ~ubstitution implies the substitution of grain 
sorghum for some wheat. 
Wheat $1 225, Grain Sorghum $1.45. All but two · acres of the cropland 
are in grai,n sorghum for this organization. Wheat ,prices between zero 
and $1.37 or grain sorghum prices between $1.37 and $2.66 yield the same 
optimum organization. For wheat prices above $1037 or grain sorghum 
prices below $1.37, wheat would re-enter the organization on Sb crop-
land. Feeder activity P6 would also enter along with the wheat. For 
grain sorghum prices above $2.66, feeder P1 enters the organization 
in place of cow-calf P15• Feeder P1 utilizes large amounts of native 
range as does P15 but requires less forage sorghum hay. The substitution 
of P1 for P15 implies, in addition, the substitution of grain sorghum for 
forage sorghum. 
Wheat $1.25 1 Grain Sorghum $1.650 The principal change in this 
organization from the preceding one is the addition of feeder Ps. Differ-
ences in relative returns for P8 and P15 as the grain sorghum price in-
creases from $1.45 to $1.65 are responsible for the addition of P8 at 
the expense of one unit of P15• Amounts of both grain sorghum and forage 
sorghum are the same. Wheat prices between zero and $1.62 or grain sor-
ghum prices between $1.43 and $3.03 yield the same optimum organization. 
Wheat prices above $1.62 or grain sorghum prices below $1.43 result in 
wheat re-entering the organization on Sb cropland. For grain sorghum 
prices above $3.03, grain sorghum would replace forage sorghum on the 
remaining two acres of cropland and hay for the livestock activities 
would be bought for $20 per ton rather than produced. Returns for this 
organization ($1.25 wheat, $1.65 grain sorghum) are $1,434 greater than 
for $1.25 wheat and $1.45 grain sorghum although the only significant 
change in the organization is the addition of Ps. Only $226 of this 
can be credited to the livestock, however ; the other $1,208 is due to the 
increase in the price of grain sorghumo 
Additional stability ranges can be found in Appendix Table XIV .• 
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Implications of Results for 1964 Wheat Program 
Whether legislation will be passed before 1964, establishing a wheat 
program different from the present one is open to speculation. In the 
absence of new legislation, the price of wheat in 1964 is uncertain. 
However, the support price will be approximately $1025 for those farmers 
who comply with their allotments. The results of this chapter and the 
previous one prqvide information of use to farmers in making their 
planting plans far the coming year. Implications of these results for 
farms on Panhand+e Clay Loam type soils are quite different from those 
for farms on Cimarron Sandy soils and will be treated separately. The 
genera~izations relative to both types of farms assume a grain sorghum 
price near $lo56o 
A problem which managers must consider :).n making their decisions is 
that of maintaining allotments. In the past, it has been necessary to 
plant all the alloted wheat in order to maintain an allotment. Under-
planting meant ],osing some wheat history and some allotment. Over-
planting, on the other hand, has entailed rather severe penalties on the 
amount of overplanting. Whether these consequences of overplanting and 
underplanting will be in effect in 1964 will have a bearing on farmers' 
decisions. If underplanting will not involve losing wheat history, 
farmers on Cimarron Sandy soils may underplant in 1964. Even if over-
planting involves penalties, but no loss of history, farmers on Panhandle 
Clay Loam soils are likely to overplant in 1964 or in any year with con-
ditions similar to those in prospect for 1964. 
Panhandle Clay Loam. The results of this chapter indicate that , 
even for $1.25 wheat, farmers would maximize net returns by producing 
wheat on nearly all the cropland, leaving only enough cropland to pro-
duce feed for livestock. When the price of wheat is $1.25 and the price 
of grain sorghum is $1.56, the ratio of the prices (Fw/Pgs) is 0.80. In 
the results, grain sorghum did not replace wheat on any class of land 
until the price ratio fell below 0.62. With a grain sorghum price of 
$1.56, a wheat price below $0.97 would have to be expected before it 
would be profitable to underplant the wheat allotment in favor of grain 
sorghum. Even then, only the Cc cropland could profitably be used for 
grain sorghum. Of course, if the amount of wheat is limited by an allot-
ment, grain sorghum is the most profitable alternative on the remai ning 
land. 
The results in Chapter III along with those in this chapter provide 
guide lines for using cropland not planted to wheat and for the inclusion 
of livestock. Those results indicate that it is profitable to produce 
all the P6 possible with the available grain sorghum stubble and to use 
the remainder of the wheat grazing for P5• If the 1964 wheat price is 
$1.25 and if the farmer plants within his allotment as in Table VI, p. 24, 
returns of approximately $2,912 appear likely. Because of the advantage 
of wheat over grain sorghum on the clay loam soils at these prices ($1.25 
wheat, $1.56 grain sorghum), there is no incentive to underplant the 
allotment. Unless severe penalties are involved, there is an incentive 
to overplant wheat on the clay loam soils. If only bushel penalties are 
enforced, a farmer can afford to pay the following per bushel penalties 
on wheat to overplant the allotment: $0.28 on Cc cropland, $0.45 on Cd, 
$0.53 on Ca and $0.81 on Cb• These penalties include no allowance for 
the cost of sacrificing allotment acres, however. Because of the advan-
tage of wheat over grain sorghum, it may be unwise to overplant the 
allotment if allotment acres are sacrificed as a result. 
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Cimarron Sandy. The optimum strategy on Cimarron Sandy t ype soils 
depends on the manager's expectations about future prices and his prefer-
ences as to livestock activities. Whether prices are expected to remain 
low, return to approximately their present levels, or move up near $20 00 
as the result of agricultural programs has a bearing on the optimum 
strategy. Whether the grazed out wheat alternatives are acceptable to 
the manager also affects the combinations of acti viti es and the returns 
which can be expected. 
If wheat prices are expected to remain at a low level, the whea t 
allotment is of no particular value and a manager would not be concer ned 
with maintaining his wheat history, The optimum organization is very 
similar to those reported in Table X. Almost all of the cropland i s used 
to produce grain sorghum. Twenty units of feeder Pg will add about $200 
to returns compared to excluding feeders altogether, when the interest 
rate on borrowed capital is less than 7 per cent. A few cows also in-
crease the returns somewhat. 
If wheat prices are expected to return to present levels after 1964, 
a manager might be interested in maintaining at least part of his allot-
ment. For wheat prices near $1.65, including wheat in the organization 
increases returns if feeder livestock such as P5 and P6 are also includedo 
The optimum organization in this case is similar to that presented in 
Table IX. In this case, a manager will be interested in maintaining at 
least i25 acres of his wheat allotment. By producing 225 acres of wheat 
and using the majority of the remainder of the cropland for grain sorghum, 
returns will be approximately $300 less than if grain sorghum is pro-
duced on all the cropland. A wheat history of 225 acres will be main-
tained howevero If a manager has a preference against feeder livestock 
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such as P5 and P6, the wheat allotment is of no value even when the price 
of wheat is $1.65. In that case, grain sorghum is the most profitable 
alternative on almost all of the cropland. 
Finally, if future wheat prices of $2.00 or hi gher are expect ed, 
the maximum possible allotment is profitable if P5 and P6 are acceptable 
activities. With P? and P6 included, it is profitable to produce wheat 
on all the Sb cropland for all price ratios (Pw/P gs) greater than 1 . 30. 
The amount of Sb cropland is greater than even the present wheat allot-
ment (417 acres of Sb cropland but only 268 acres of allotment). Plant-
ing the full allotment (268 acres) when the anticipated wheat price i s 
$1.25 would result in returns approximately $400 less than those for whi ch 
all cropland is used to produce grain sorghum. However, if P5 and P6 are 
unacceptable activities, $1.56 grain. sorghum .is a more· profitable alterna-
tive · than. $2.00 wheat. 
Price relationships similar to those anticipated for 1964 ($1.25 
wheat and $1.56 grain sorghum) appear to provide little incentive for 
decreasing the production of wheat in the Panhandle. Production might 
be reduced on Cimarron Sandy farms unless managers are concerned about 
maintaining their wheat histories. However, production of wheat on 
Panhandle Clay Loam farms is likely to increase in the absence of severe 
penaltie~ on overproduction. Panhandle Clay Loam soils constitute 
approximately 72 per cent of the nonirrigated cropland in the Panhandle. 
The consequence of all the conditions combined is likely to be an in-
crease in aggregate wheat production in the Panhandle unless production 
restraints are imposed. 
The optimum adjustment (and the response which can be expected) from 
farms with a combination of Panhandle Clay Loam and Cimarron Sandy soils 
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was not considered in this study. There is a need for such information 
however, both on the part of the fanner and the policy maker. On the 
basis of the results in this stu~y, the most profitable alternatives 
would be wheat on the Pap.handle Clay Loam soils and grain sorghum on the 
Cimarron Sandy soils. It appears likely that price relationships such 
as those anticipated for 1964 would still result in an increase in the 
production of wheat in the Panhandle in the absence of production con-
trois. 
CMP~RV 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATIONS FO~ LAND EXPANSION AL~RNATIVES 
AND AL~RNATIVE AMOUNTS OF CAPITAL 
In the two previous chapters, the analysis has been marked by the 
assumptions that only a fixed amount of land is available and that an 
unlimited amount of capital can be borrowed at a given interest rate. 
In the first part of this chapter, the fixed land a$sumption is dropped. 
The opportunity to either buy or rent additional land is presented and 
the eff~ct of this alternative on the farm organization and the level 
of returns i$ determined. In the second part of the chapter, the amount 
of capital and the amounts of land and machinery are assumed to be fixed 
to the farm. The amount of capital is fixed at alternative levels, how-
ever, and the optimum organization determined for eacn different level. 
Current price$ and allotments are assumed ln both parts of the analysis 
in this chapter. However, the stability ranges and shadow prices permit 
the interpretation of results for certain other prices. 
The land expansion alternative reflects an intermediate rather than 
a short-run situation. Given enough time, a farm manager is often able 
to find land for rent or for sale. Assuming that he has the machinery 
resources to handle the additional land, the manager needs to know whether 
handling the land will be profitable and, if so, what changes in organi-
zation are necessary in order to maximize returns. The fixed capital 
alternatives may reflect either of two situations. First, the manager 
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may have only a given amount of owned capital available which he cannot 
(or will not) increase by borrowing. Second, because of his equity 
situation or for other reasons, capital may be available above certain 
amounts only at prohibitive rates of interesto 
Buy Land and Rent Land Alternatives 
It is ass'Wlled that each additional acre whether rented or bought has 
the same distribution of soils among productivity classes, native range, 
etc., as th~ respective resource situations. The addition of only sandy 
soils to the sandy resource situation and only clay loam soils to the 
clay loam situation is considered. In this study, items constituting the 
cost per acre of buying land are: (1) a land payment amortized over 33 
years at five per cent interest,1 (2) nonharvested cropland costs, and 
(3) land taxes. The land rent charge per acre consists of: (1) six 
per cent interest on the land value and (2) nonharvested cropland costs. 
In effect, the six per cent interest charge on rented land forces the 
renter to pay five per cent interest on the value of the land plus most 
of the land tax. Ass'Wlled costs per acre of land, both for renting and 
for buying appear in Table XVI. 
Since both purchased and rented land add the same amounts to the 
available land and allotment resources, the one with the lower cost 
enters the solution first. Consequently, rented land always enters the 
solution before bought land for both resource situations, In the 
1Land prices on which the land payments are based were estimated by 
Larry J. Connor, Ph.D. manuscript in progress (Oklahoma State University, 
Stillwater). 
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programming process, both the buy-land and the rent- land activi t ies were 
included at first. Then, with the rent-land activity excluded, the pro-
gram was run a second time to determine whether or not the buy- land 
activity would enter the solution. 
TABLE XVI 
ASSUMED ANNUAL PER ACRE COSTS FOR BUYING AND RENTING LAND, 
BY RESOURCE SITUATION, OKLAiiOMA PANHANDLE 
Panhandle Clay Loam Cimarron Sandy 
Buy Land Rent Land Buy Land Rent Land 
Interest and principal paymenta 6.25 
Land ta::x;esb • 78 
Nonharvested cropland cost .22 











aFive per cent interest plus principal payment for buy-land. Six 
per cent interest only for rent-land. 
bBased on $0.88 per acre of cropland and $0.24 per acre of range 
and other land. 
A restriction of 320 acres was placed on the amount of land which 
could be added by either renting, buying, or both. It was noted in 
Chapter II that the assumed machinery complement can handle up to 
1,200 acres of cropland. An additional 320 acres of land brings the 
total acres of cropland to approximately 1,010 acres on Panhandle Clay 
Loam and 1,044 acres on Cimarron Sandy, both well within the 1,200 acre 
limito Without the 320 acre restriction, there might have been no ot her 
effective limit on the solution since labor can be hired and capital can 
be borrowed. 
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Since the organizations for the present sizes of farms reported in 
Chapter III show positive net returns, it is not surprising that returns 
can be increased by expanding the farms. In fact, by either buying or 
renting, both farms are expanded by the full 320 acres perrnittedo When 
both buying and renting are permitted, the additional land is rented. 
When renting land is excluded, the additiqnal land is bought. The 320 
aqre restriction is the only effective limit on land expansion for the 
assumed costs of buying and renting. The composition of each of the 
representative farms after adding 320 acres of land is presented in 
Table XVII. Total amounts of land and the amounts of cropland which can 
be harvest~d each year are tabulated by productivity class. 
TABLE XVII 
LAND CLASSIFICATION AND WHEAT ALW'IMENTS FOR REPRESENTATIVE 
FARMS AFTER ADDING 320 ACRES TO THE ORIGINAL 
LAND RESOURCES, OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE 
Panhandle Clay Loam Cimarron Sandy 
Harvested 
Item Total Land Croplanda Total Land 
Harvested 
Croplanda 




















aTwenty per cent nonharvested cropland excluded. 
bincludes farmsteads, roads, waste , etc. 
c:sase allotments for 1959-1961. 
695 556 
J49 280 






Panhandle Clay Loam. The optimum organizat ion for the Panhandle 
Clay Loam fann, after the land is added, is very similar to the organi-
zation for the original set of resources presented in Chapter III . 2 In 
general, the same activities appear, increased in proportion to the 
increase in the amount of land. All of the Ca and Cb cropland is used 
to produce wheat and enough additional wheat is added on Cc cropland to 
utilize the remainder of the wheat allotment. Feeder activities Ps and 
P6 and cow-calf P11 are the livestock activities in the new organization 
and each is increased by the percentage increase in the amount of land. 
In contrast to the results in Chapter III, this organization includes a 
small amount of reseeded cropland. Five acres of Cd cropland are re-
seeded rather than being used for grain sorghum. Grain sorghum is a less 
profitable alternative than reseeded cropland on Cd land when the grain 
sorghum must pay for the May-July labor it requires. Additional May-
July labor would have to be hired if the amount of grain sorghum were 
increased. l.,q.bor is hired in two periods, May-July and August-September 
but none was hired in either period in the original organizatione Total 
capital requirements are now $14,487 compared to $10,435 in the initial 
organization, an increase of $4,052. Results for the land expansion 
alternatives for the Panhandle Clay Loam situation are presented in 
Table XVIII. 
It was noted earlier that both the rent-land and the buy- land 
activities add the same amounts of land and allotment resources to the 
organization. Thus, the optimum fann organization is the same for either 
activity if the same amount of land is added. Only the estimates of 
2see Table VI, p. 24. 
TABLE XVIII 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATIONS FOR BUY LAND AND RENT 
LAND ALTERNATIVES, PANHANDLE CLAY 
LOAM RESOURCE SITUATIONa 
Buy Land 





Forage sorghum for hay 




Cow calf Pu 
Hire labor, May-Jul. 





Returns to land, labor 
























































































bProgrammed returns less nonharvested cropland costs ($193.70) and 
overhead costs ($3,.517). 
cCapital required for either renting or buying land was included in 
the cost of the respective activities and is not a part of these estimates. 
returns to land, labor, management, and risk differ because of the 
difference in cost petween buy-land and rent-lando In these results, 
320 acres of rent-land appear first and, when rent-land is excluded, 
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320 acres of buy-land enter the solution. Returns to land, labor, manage-
ment, and risk are $5,593 when the land is rented and $5,263 when the 
land is bought. These estimates compare to the returns estimate of 
$4,730 f9r the original land resources. 
The returns for buying and renting land are not entirely comparableo 
On the surface, it appears that the returns are greater for renting than 
for buying lando However, the buy-land alternative forces the accumula-
tion of capital in addition to meeting annual land costs. The capital 
accumulated amounts to slightly more than one dollar per acre per year 
for the Panhandle Clay Loam situation. Whether accumulating the capital 
is preferable to increasing current income depends somewhat on the cur-
rent capital position of the manager and on his own preferences. If the 
amount of available capital is limited, a manager may be forced to rent 
rather than to buy. Similarly, if he values present income higher than 
a future equity position, he may voluntarily choose to rent rather than 
to buy. 
For the current price and allotment situations used in this part of 
the analysis, some land will be added so long as the cost per acre is 
less than $8 0 20. When the cost of adding land is $6.22 as with the rent-
land activity, it is profitable to add land for all wheat prices above 
$1.270 When the cost of adding land is $7.25, as with the buy-land 
activity, the price of wheat must be $1.47 or greater for land expansion 
to be profitable. 
The statements regarding the ranges in wheat prices over which these 
results apply assume present allotment conditions o However, some general-
izations can be made about some of the effects of no allotments by using 
the results of Chapter IV. With no allotments in Chapter IV, it was 
profitable to increase the amount of wheat above t hat permitted by the 
allotment in Chapter III for all price ratios (Pw/Pgs) greater than 0.62. 
The price ratio for $1.27 wheat and $1.56 grain sorghum is greater than 
o.62 ($1.27/$1.56 = 0.81). Thus, with wheat unrestricted by allotments, 
it seems likely that renting land would be profitable for wheat prices 
somewhat lower than $1.27. A lower cost of renting would have the same 
effect. Conversely, higher wheat prices would be required for renting 
land to be profitable if more restrictive allotments are invoked. 
Cimarron Sandy. The organization for the Cimarron Sandy situation 
after adding 320 acres of land is essentially the same a~ the organiza-
tion for the original set of land resources.3 The principal change is 
that individual activities have been increased in proportion to the in-
crease in the amount of land. Part of the wheat allotment is still not 
utilized but wheat occupies the same percentage of the Sb cropland as 
before. Grain sorghum occupies all of the Sc cropland and most of the 
Sb cropland not used by wheat. Feeder P6 and cow-calf P9 livestock acti-
vities appear in this organization also. As a result of increasing the 
amount of land, total capital requirements increased by $2,467 (from 
$6,782 to $9,249). Optimum organizations for both the buy-land and the 
rent-land activities are pr~sented in Table XIX. 
Once again, the buy-land and rent-land alternatives add the same 
~or comparison purposes, see Table IX, page 33. 
TABLE XIX 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATIONS FOR l3UY LAND AND RENT 







FQrag~ sorghupi for hay 
Grazed out wheat 
Feeder P6 
Cow-cal! P9 
Hire labor, May ... Jtll. 
Buy land . 
Rent laoo 
Total capital 
. Annual eap;i. tal 
Returns to land, labor 
management, a.pd n.skb 
La.:nd Use: 




Grazed out wheat 
s Land C Grai.p. sorghum 
Buy Land 










































'brrogranunfld returns less nonharvested cropland costs ($202~80) and 
overhead costs ($3,583). 
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amounts of land and allotment re$ources to the orig:Lnal set of resources. 
'l'hu,s the optimum organization is the same for both activitits., Only the 
returns to land, labor, management, anci risk differ because of the ,ciif-
ference in costso Returns for the land renting alternative are $2,274 
and those for the land buying alternative are $1,98Jo These returns 
estimates compare with the estimate~ of $1,838 for the initial land re-
sources .. The increases over the initial returns ($436 for renting land 
and $145 for buying land) are actually returns to laborjl management» and 
risk since the land. costs were deducted in the programming process. A. 
manager might question whether the returns which result from buying land 
justify the risk o;f the investrnentf However, in addition to the returns 3 
approxirnatelr $0o9l of capital per acre per year is being accurnulatedo 
There is no accumulation, of course, for renting lando 
The additional land will be added to the organization as long as the 
cost per acre is below $5.0J, an increase of only $0.Jl from the present 
cost of buying land. However, only minor 9hanges in the prices of wheat 
and grain sorghum will cause changes in the organization. For example 9 
a decrease in the price of wheat to $1~64 or an increase in the price of 
grain sorghum to $1.,57 results in the substitution of cow ... calf P15 for 
cow~calf P9• Since cow-calf P15 utilizes grain sorghum stubble$ this 
change implies a substitution of grain sorghum for wheat and a decrease 
in feeder P6? An increase in the price of wheat above $1~66 or a decrease 
in the price of grain sorghum below $1.55 would result in the substitution 
of forage sorghum for grain sorghum on S0 cropland. This change implies 
the substitution of wheat for grain sorghum and of feeder P5 for feeder 
P6o The larger the changes in price, the more extensive the changes in 
organization can be expected to be, generally~ 
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Comparison of Assumed and Institutiona.J. Rental Rates 
Insti.tutic:mal (or conventional) rental rates are those commonly 
accepted ~nan area~ Quite often, they are based on a crop sharing 
arrangement and once established they tend to remain fixed (instituion= 
alized)o It was impossible to determine institutional rates for renting 
land before programming without imposing a predetermined cropping plan 
on the rented land. Since optimum cropping plans generally are not known 
a priqri before programming, a predetermined plan would not likely have 
been the optimum one. However, as a check on the assumed rental rates, 
the institutional rates for the optimum plans were estimated~ Rental 
rates of one third of the parvested yield for cropland crops and $1.50 
per acre for native pasture were assumedo 
Based on the optimum cropping plan and the distribution of soils 
among classes for the two soil resource situations, a typical rented 
acre was determined for each situationo A composite rental rate per 
typical acre was then determined using the above rates for cropland and 
native rangeo Institutional rental rates computed in this manner are 
lower than the assumed rates@ Institutional rates per typical acre are 
$4ol2 on Panhandle Clay Loam and $3e43 on Cimarron Sandy compared to the 
assumed rates of $6022 and $3081 1 respectively, which were used in the 
analysiso The institutional rental rates are itemized in Table XX. 
It appears from these results that instutitional rental rates are 
not a det~rrent to renting land for those farmers who have machinery with 
Silffioient capacity to ha1;1dle additional land., Renting land increased 
returns to owned resources on both Panhandle Clay Loam and Cimarron Sandy 
soils when the assumed rental rates were used although the assumed rates 
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are higher than institutiqnal rates. Whether renting additional land 
justifies bµ.ying larger machinery for those farmers using their present 
sets of maGhinery to capacity was not investigated, however. 
TABLE XX 
INSTITUTIONAL LAND RENTAL RATES FOR SELEPTED 
RESOURCE SITUATIONS, OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE 
Resource Situation 
Item Panhari(iile Clay ~oam Cimarron· Sandy 
· · · · -dollars- · ·· 
Cropland rental cl:)argea 
Nonharve~ted cropland costb 
Native range rental chargec 
Total rental Qharge 
.19 
4.12 
aBa~ed. on one~thir~ q! the harvested 1ield~ 
bAsswnes 20 per cent nonl+arvested cropland. 
0 Bas~d on a rate of $1,50 per acre, 
.23 
3.,43 
Farmers who have excess machinery capacity can afford to rent 
additional land as long as the marginal value product of the land exceeds 
the renting cost. That is, add~tional land will increase net returns as 
long as the added returns are ~reater than the cost of rentinge When the 
co.st of renting rises high enough., or when the prices of crops fall low 
enough, renting will no longer be profitable. Renting Panhandle Clay 
Loam land at the asswned rate would not be profitable under preqent 
allotment conditions for wheat prices below $1.27. With no allotments, 
however, renting at the assumed rate would likely be profitable for wheat 
prices of $1 11 2.5 or even somewhat lowere In either case, renting at the 
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estimated institutional rate would be profitable, Programming results 
for the C1,marron Sandy situation do not p~rmit similar inferences about 
alternative wheat prices. However, based on the results of Chapter III, 
it appears that wheat prices of $1,25 or even lower woul~ be no deterrent 
to renting Cimarron Sandy land when the price of grain sorghum is $1.56 
or higher. In cfoapter III, elimiri,ating wheat from the organization 
entirely, . reduo~d returns b-y only $153 ,, an average of $0 .,16 per acre 
of fa.rm land.4 It was noted above that it is pro,t';i.table to add land to 
the Cimarron Sandy situation for all costs below $5.03., 1his is $0.,31 
above the assumed cost of buying and $1,22 above the assumed cost of 
re:qting. 
F::i,.xed Capital Programming 
As more and more units of a variable resource are added to a ~ven 
complement of fi)(;ed resources,~ point is reached beyond which the addi-
tion to total revenue per unit of variable resource (marginal value pro-
duct) decreases. If enough units of variable resource are added to the 
fixed resources, the marginal value product (MVP) approaches zero and may 
eventual],y become negative. A hypothetical marginal value product curve 
for a resource, X, is shown in ;Figure 2. 
To maxirrlize profits, additional units of the variable resource should 
be employed until the rnargi:qal value product of the resource equals its 
price (MVP~~ P~). To that point, the additions to total revenue are 
greater than the additiqns t9 total cost and proftts are increasing. 
~eyond that point, the additions to total revenue are less than the 
4see Tabl~ IX, page 33, and Table X, page 37. 
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adcUtions to total costs and profits are decreasingo Even when the vari= 
a'l:;>le resource can be obtaine.d at no cQst, there is no incentive to add 
units ot the resource beyond th~ point at which the marginal value pro-
duct is zero (MVP~ O)o 
a 
X per unit of time 
F:l,.gu.re ? .. Hypothet:J,.cal Marginal Value Product Curve. 
For some resources, the marginal value product may be constant 
(the MVP curve has horizontal segments) over several '\lnits of the re-
source. To take ap. example from th:i.s study, the number of acres of Ca 
cropland pl~nted to wbei3.t may increase as the amount of capital is in.,. 
creased from zero 9 Each acre adds the same amount of wheat to output 
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and requires the same amount of capital. Thus the marginal value pro= 
duct of capital used on C:a cropland is constant., Similarly, the mar= 
ginal value product of capital used in the production of wheat on 
Cb:::cropland i.s constant over all the Cb cropland though it is le.ss than 
·on Ca cropland" An MVP curve for such a situation consists of a series 
of horizontal segments; A hypothetical )IVP c.urve of this typ.e for a 








X per unit of time 
Figure 3., Hypothetical Marginal Value Product Curve 
With Horizontal Segmentso 
. 
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In effect 11 the analysis in this section allows description of a 
capital MVP curve such as the one shown in Figure 3 when other resources 
such as land and labor are fixed in quantityo Optimum organizations are 
determined for alternative amounts of capital and the marginal value 
product of capital is constant over particular capital rangeso The pro= 
gramming results show the marginal value products (shadow prices) for 
the different amounts of capital and, in addition» the ranges over which 
the shadow prices are constant (linear)o For this part of the analysis~ 
prices 1 resource availability» and allotment conditions are identical to 
those in Chapter III. Present prices and allotments are assumed and 
land and machinery resources are fixed. A range of capital levels from 
a minimum of $2~000 for both resource situations to maximums of $14»000 
for the Panhandle Clay Loam situation and $12 9000 for the Cimarron Sandy 
situation are consideredo 
Panhandle Clay Loame The $2 11 000 minimum amount of capital is suffi= 
cient for all the cropland to be utilized. With the exception of one 
acre» the cropland is used to produce either wheat or grain sorghumo As 
the amount of capital increases 11 the amount of grain sorghum and the 
number of livestock increase alsoo At first 0 cow-calf activities enter 
the organization 1 then feeder livestock enter, and finally the number of 
cow=calf units decreasese Returns to land~ labor, fixed capital~ manage= 
ment, and risk increase along with the increase in the amount of capitalo 
Finallya beyond $10 8435 of capitali capital is in disposal (the marginal 
value product of capital is zero) and returns are rnaximumo In Chapter III 9 
the same amount of capital is borrowed when the interest rate is 6 per 
cento5 Therei it was noted that this amount of capital would be borrowed 
5see Table VI» page 240 
for interest rates as high as 9 per cent. Those results along with 
these, indicate that the marginal value product of capital falls from 
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9 per cent for $10,435 of capital to zero for all amounts beyond thate 
Optimum organizations for the different levels of capital along with 
residual returns estimates and the marginal value product of capital are 
presented in Table XXI. 
For all levels of capital, all of the Ca and Cb cropland is used to 
produce wheato Grain sorghum occupies most of the Cc cropland and 
varying amounts of Cd cropland. As the amount of capital increases from 
$2,000, forage sorghum and grazed out wheat (to meet the livestock re= 
quirements) are substituted for grain sorghum on Cd cropland. Feeder P6 
is the first buy-sell activity to enter the organization but as the 
amount of capital increases, feeder P5 also enters. As capital becomes 
relatively less limiting, and land relatively more limiting, returns are 
incr9?-sed by satisfying feeder livestock requirements with forage sorghum 
hay rather than with grain sorghum stubbleo Consequently, P5 is sub= 
stituted for P6and wheat is substituted for grain sorghumo 
As the amount of capital increases, the marginal value product of 
capital decreases.· For example, increasing the amount of capital from 
$2,000 to $3,000 increases returns to land, labor, fixed capital, manage-
ment, and ris~ by $370 9 or an average of 37 per cent. By contrast, the 
increase in capital from $10,0QO to $12 9000 adds only $90 to returns» an 
average of only 4.5 per cent. These percentage returns are averages over 
the ranges indicated and not estimates for particular amounts of capital. 
The marginal value product of capital does not decrease at a constant 
rate but decreases by stepso The stated ranges above may contain two or 
more step decreases in the marginal value product of capital. 
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TABLE XXI 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE AMOUNTS OF FIXED CAPITAL., 
PANHANDLE CLAY LOAM RESOURCE SITUATIONa 
Amount of CaEital (dollars~ 
Item Unit 2,000 3,000 .5,000 6,000 B,ooo 10,000 12,ooob 
Wheat acre ·J76 376 376 376 376 376 376 
Wheat bu. 4,518 4,518 4,.518 4,.518 4,.518 )4,.522 4,546 
Grain sorghum acre 214 212 190 176 147 117 109 
Graiµ sorghum cwt. 1,477 1,464 1,344 1,266 1,106 93.5 863 
Forage sorghum for hay aore 1 3 2 .5 14 23 27 
Grazed out wheat acre ... - 23 34 .54 ,7.5 79 
Feeder P.5 head ... ,.. ,.._ 9 31 .5.5 60 
Feeder P6 head 22 24 21 18 16 
Cow-calf P9 head 1 
Cow-calf P11 head _.,. 3 
Cow-calf P12 head 3 4 5 4 2 
Cow-calf Pt3 head 8 2 
Returns o land, 
labor, fixed capital, 
management, and 
riskc dolo 2.,622 2,992 3,644 3,934 4,493 .5ll042 5lll32 
MVP of capitald dol., 0.,38 O o'.33 Oo32 0.28 Oe28 0.,24 o .. oo 
Land use: 
Ca Land 
Wheat ·acre 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 
Cb Land 
Wheat acre 331 331 331 331 331 331 331 
Cc Land 
2 14 Wheat acre -.. 
Grain sorghum acre 119 119 119 119 119 117 10.5 
Cd Land 
'\ 14 14 14 14 14 12 Wheat acre 
Grain sorghum acre . )\; 9.5 :. 93 71 57 28 4 
Forage sorghum acre 1 ', 3 2 .5 14 23 27 
Grazed out wheat acre ,.._ 23 34 .54 7.5 79 
aAssuming present prices and allotments~ 
b$1,56.5 of this are in disposal. Thus the estimates actually apply 
to $10,435 of capital rather than to $12,000. 
0 Prograrnrned returns .le~s nonharvested cropland costs ($193. 70) and 
overhead costs ($3,.517)& No' charge has been made for the .fixed amount 
of capital, 
dThese are the shadow prices shown by the programo 
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Cimarron Sandx. For the Cimarron Sandy situation~ the $2,000 mini~ 
mum amount of capital is insufficient for all the cropland to be utilizedo 
Thirty-one acres of Sc cropland are idle. The balance of the cropland is 
used to produce grain sorghum, the only activity in this organizationo 
These results again point to the significance of the yield advantage 
possessed by grain sorghum over wheat on the Cimarron Sandy soilso When 
capital is available in quantities large enough that livestock can be 
produced, some wheat will als.o be produced. But when the amount of 
capital is so limited that there are no livestock, only grain sorghum is 
producedo 
The first use for additional capital is to produce grain sorghum 
on the remainder of the cropland, With further increases in the amount 
of capital, livestock enter the organization and wheat is substituted for 
some of the grain sorghum. Returns also increase as the amount of capital 
increaseso Beyond $8,071 of capital, however, capital is in disposal 
(the marginal value product of capital is zero) and the maximum returns 
for the assumed fixed resources are achieved. 
The results for the Cimarron Sandy situation illustrate the impor-
tance of using capital to produce crops when only limited amounts of 
capital are available. The rate of return on capital is 136 per cent to 
the point that all the cropland is utilized, All the cropland would be 
utilized if $2,137 of capital were available. By way of comparison, the 
average rate of return between $2,000 and $4,000 is J8.? per cent. Be-
tween $7,000 and $8$000, returns increase by only $22, an average of 
2 0 2 per cent. These rates of return are averages over the indicated 
ranges. Each range may contain several step decreases in the marginal 
value product of capitale 
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TABLE XXII 
OPTIMUM FARM ORGANIZATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE AMOUNTS OF FIXED CAPITAL, 
CIMARRON SANDY RESOURCE SITUATIONa 
Amount of Capital (dollars) 
Item ',u:n:tt 2,000 4,ooo 6,000 7,000 8,000 · 10,ooob 
Wheat ·.· acre 
Wbe~ ~. 
Grain sorghum ,aqre 
Grain sorghum · ccwt~ 
Forage sorghum for hay acre 
Grazed out wbeat acre 
Feeder P5 head 
Feeder P6 head 
Cow .. calf P9 head 
Cow-calf r11 head 
Cow-calf P15 head 
Hire labor, May-Jul hour 
Returns to land, 
labor, fixed capital, 
management, and· · 
riskc 
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b$l,929 are in disposal. Thus the estimates actually apply to 
$8,071 of capital rather than $10,000. 
Cprogrammed returns less nonharvested cropland costs ($202.80) and 
overhead costs ($3,583). No charge has been rnade £or the fixed amount of 
capital. 
dThese are the shadow prices shown by the program. 
CHAP'l'ER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study is part of a project c,iesigned to specify the most profit-
able, and perhaps t~e most probable, adj~stments of Oklahoma Panhandle 
farmers over time, In this part of the project, most profitable farm 
organizations for Panhandle farmers under existing resource positions 
and a wide range of prll.oe and cost condit:i,pn1:,1 were determined. The over-
all objective of thi1:> phase of the project is to provide information to 
farmers and policy Jnakers abottt optimum farm adjustments under present 
and alternative economic and institutional conditions. Optimum farm 
organizations were ascertained for each of the sev~ral sets of conditions 
considered by means of linear progra~ing. The ~tudy is applicable to 
~onirrigated crop farms of the Oklahoma Panhandle, Irrigated cropland 
I 
! 
and range land areas are e;xcJ,;µ~ed. 
The O~ahoma Panh~nd:k,e. is characterized by relatively limited and 
erratically distributed '~ainfall and by relat,ively large farms, oom-
pared to other areas of Qluahoma, Because of the rainfall distribution 
and amount, the Panhandle is ,,~tten thou~ht of as a "high risk" farming 
· area and, a.s a matter of !act, crop ,failures are q;uite o~mmon. Ten and 
two~tenths per cent of ~he lan~ in farms tn Oklahoma is found in the 
Panhandle out only four p~r cent of the co.mmercial farms are found there" 
The Panhandle accou.nts for appro;icimately 12.8 per cent of the wheat har-
vest and 25 per cent of the grain sorghum harvest in Oklahoma. 
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This study is applicable to nonirrigated soils of the Oklahoma 
Panhandle as follows; (l) Panhandle Glay Loam and (2) Cimarron Sandy. 
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A representative ,farm containing cropland~ native pasture, etc., in the 
same proportions they appear in the respective soil resource situations 
was specified for ~aoh situation.. The representative farm for the 
Panhandle Clay Loam situation contq.i:ns 880 total acres including 740 
acres of qropland. '!';here · are 960 total acres in the Cimarron Sandy farm 
including 783 acres of cropJ.a:p,d,. Jfo+ planni:p.g purposes~ 20 per cent of 
the cropland is assUil'J.ed to be ~onharvested because of either idleness, 
fallow~ or crop failure. 
Fixed resources in addition to land, incluc;i:i,.ng machinery and operator 
labor, were specified for both representative f~nns. A set of crop and 
livestock activities suitaQle for each !arm was developed. The crop 
activities in~lude wheat~ grain sorghum, forage sorghum for hay, grazed 
out wheat, grazed out forage sQrghum, and res~eded cropland, Eight buy~ 
sell .feeder activities and.seven cow ... ealt' activities were available for 
inclusion in farm plans. The .fixed machip.ery resources assumed include 
one 4~plow tractor and au:ld,liary equipment such as a lister, oneway, 
chisel, and grai~ drill. Custpm harvestin~ was assumed for all except 
the grazing crops~ Amou~ts of available operator labor was ~ecified 
by period for four periods: (l) January thro~gh April, (2) May through 
July, (J) Augu,st and September, and (4) October through December. 
Optimwn activity combinations !or a variety of price, allotment, 
and resource availability conditions were ascertained. In Chapter III, 
optimum organizations were determined for present pr~ces and allotments 
with several alternative interest rates on capital, In Chapter IV, 
optimum organizations werf:l detez,nined :for alternative combinations of 
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prices of wheat, grain sorghum, and livestock with allotments excluded, 
Two separate problems were treated in Chapter V, First, the effects on 
the optimum organization and the level of returns of the opportunity to 
eith,r rent or buy additiopal land was consideredQ Secongf optimum 
organizations were determined !or alternative amounts of capital. 
In the ana)..ysis, it was found that the optimwn adjustments on Pan-
handle Clay Loam soils were quite di.t'fere:pt !rpm those on Cimarron Sandy 
soils. As a result, the two wi:;Ll be swmnarizec;l sepa~ately. 
Panhan~le Cla_;y J;ioa,n Res~lt~~ It was foWld that Wh.!?at has a marked 
yield advantage over grain sorghum on the Panhandle Clay Loam soils. The 
advantage :i.s such, that wheat was a more profitable alte;rnative than grain 
sor~um for price ratios (Pw/Pgs) greater than 0.62. Su.ch a ratio occurs., 
for example~ when the price o!, wheat i$ $1~1.5 and the price of grain 
sorghum is $1~ 70 ($1,1.5/$1. 70 ;II! 0.68). When there was an allotment, all 
the wheat permitted 9y the allotment was produced, Grain sorghum was 
produceg on muob o! the remaining cropland. When there was no allotment, 
nearly all of the cropland w~s used to produce wheat. Only enough crop-
land was kept out of wheat to produce forage sorghum and gra~ed out wheat 
for livestock. When the wheat/grain sorghum price ratio was below Oo62, 
grain sorghum replaced wheat on Cc cropland and some of the wheat allot-
ment, if there was one, was unused, All of these generalizations assume 
that grazed out wheat is an ~ooeptable alternative. The indicated price 
ratios would be s9mewhat higher i.t' g:razed out wheat (and ;t'eedl;ilr activities 
P 5 and P 6) is not an acceptable alt~rnaM .. ve~ 
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Farmers who have an av~rsion to the grazed out wneat alternative are 
not likely tp include it in their farm or~antzation~. In the study, two 
optimllm or~anizations were aetermined with the grazed out wheat alterna-
tive excluded. Excluding grazed out wheat when present prices and alJ,.qt.,.. 
ments were in e!feot reduced returns signifio~ntly, .When the interest 
;rate was six per ceri.t, eJ:ol1,1d;l.ng grazed out wheat redµoed returns to 
land, ,labor, management, ~nd. :r;i.sl.c by· aJ,.most $1,.500. Returns were reduced 
by nearly $lt700 when the interest rate was 12 per cent, Excluding grazed 
out wheat (and feeder activities P,5 and P6) red"t+ced total oapitalrequire ... 
ments significantly in add~tion to reducing returns, Total capital 
requirements were red"U.ced $3,844 £or the si:,x: per cent il1'l.t,re~t rate and 
$7,400 for the 12 per cent interest rate, 
Cimar,ron, Saqd~ Res\U.~,~· On th1;1 C:i,ma~ron Sandy sqils~ grain sorghum 
has a signi!ioant yield adva;:rtage over wheat. Results of this study in-
dicate that the .Pfice :ratio ('f'w/Pg8 ) must rise.;aqove 1.1 before it is 
profitable to use all the wheat allotment (268 acres). Of the price com-
binations considered, a wheat price of $1.75 and a grain sorghum price 
ot $l. .. 45 €;:i.Ve a price ratio in th;i.s ran€:e ($1.75/$l,.4;; = 1.2). Such a 
high wheat price relative to the price qf grain so~g~um appear~ to be 
unlil<:eJ.y, at least in the i111mediate fµ.tu:re. For price ratios below 0.91 
($1 .. 25/$1.45 = 0,86), t~e optimum organizations include no wheat. Whether 
excluding wheaf entirely i~ the strategy to follow, however, even in the 
short run, depenqs on a manager's attitude toward maintaining his wheat 
history. A manager's desire to maintain his wheat history will be 
st,rongly ::Ln!luenced by his expectations about the fv.ture prices<;>£ wheat 
and grain sorghwn and about agricultural programs. 
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Inclu,ding grazed ou.t wheat, (and feeders P.5 and P6) in the organiza-
tion. will ;\.norease :returns und.er some oond:iti<,ms. With current prices 
i'or wheat and grain sor~um ($1,65 wheat and $1.?6 grain sorghum) it 
was profitable to prod~oe some wheat and, consequently some P; and P6. 
Thi~, despite the fact that grain sorghum was ll.\Qre profitable when_the 
two crops were compared on a grain yield·ba;;;is only. For current prices 
and allot~ent$, exclw;ling grazed out wheat redu.Ged returns $153 when the 
interest rate was si~ per oe~t apd $127 when the interest rate was 
12 per cent. Soll,\e managers roa.;y .fee). that the added returns !rom in-
cluding t:tie grazed o-q,1;. wheat alternative do not just:tty:.the added effort 
and risk i~volved. For price ratios (Pw/Pg8 ) below 0.91, there was 
neither any wb.eat for g:rf!.iti. nor grazed out wheat. Al.l but two acres o! 
the cropland was used !or ~rain sorghum~. Even for such low wheat/grain 
sorghum pr:l,ce ratiQs, some l!lal"lagers may prefer to plernt all or part o! 
their.wheai;, allotments in order to :r;naiq.tain their wheat histories. 
Summa~y of Results for Land ~ansion Alternatives 
When the costs !or an addittona, acre of land were 'below $8.20 on 
Panhandle Clay .liop!ll soUs and $5.0J on Cimarron Sandy soils., returns we!'e 
increased 'by ad.d.ing more land, Th, asstuned anp,1;1al costf at' -:·adding lan<;i 
were $7.25 !or b-uying and $6.22 tor renting Parµiandle Olay Loam land. 
!hey were $4.72 for b,;iying and $J.8l for renting Cimareron Sandy land. 
Institutional (Qon,ventional) rental rates based on the optimUill cropping 
systems were estimated and compared with the assumed rental rates~ The 
e$titnated institutional rental rates were $4.:Je2 on Panhandle Clay Loam 
and $J~43 on Cimarron Sandy, both lower than the assumed rental rates. 
Optim'UHl organi21ations after the lanc:i was added were essentially the 
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same as those for the initial soil reso-µrce situations. Ea.Qh activity 
was increased in proportion t,o the inc;r;,ease in the amount of land. Re-
turns and total capital re~uirements ~ere i~creased as a result of adding 
more lind.. 
Sum.ma+Y of Fixe~ Capital Resl.llts 
A mininrum of $2,000 ot cap1,.tal was asawned :f,'qr both resource situa ... 
tions and other l.evel.s to ma~mwns o! $14,000 for the Panha:p.dle Clay Loam 
resource sit®t:ion and $;1.2,000 tor the Cimarron Sandy resource situation 
weve considered. C>pt:i.,mum organizat:l..om1 for a.J,:j;.ern~tive a.rno'\ll'its of capita). 
between and. including the extremes were considered. In addition, the 
most profitable uses for increments to capital were ascertained. Crop 
act:ivities ;v"ieJ.d.ed highe:t;' perceni;.age returns than !;lid the livestock 
activities. Thus, c:rc;,p capital reqv.:Lrements we:re ~et first and remaining 
amounts Q! capital use<;i tor livestock, As C$pital became less limiting, 
oow~calf livestock activities were tirst added to the organization. When 
the µumber of cows was 1;tmiteo by the available na~ive range grazing, 
!eeder activ:i.t;ies were addeli to t:t:i.e orgci1,ni.zation11 Fqr amouni;.s of capital 
beyond $10,435 on Panhandle Clay Loam and $8,071 on Cimarron Sandy~ 
capital was in disposal and returns were maJCim'\llll. 
Limitations of the Study and Suggestionf? for 
FUX"ther Research 
In rel.a.tin~ the results ot this st~y to specific farm situations, 
di;t'ferences 1:>etween the specific situations.and the representative ones 
reported here must be considered. lhe results presented here can be 
adjusted tor dif;f.'erences in ytelds (especially dif'i'erent :relative Yields)., 
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costs, the co~plement of !ixed resQ\lroes, etc. In addi;l;,ion, the whole 
farm results must be adjµsted tQ apply to combination clay and sandy 
'situations since the two situations we;c,e co:n.side;red separately in this 
study. On the other hand, the range of product prices considered in the 
,• 
study incl.udes most price J:lel~'t;i,,cmships q! i,nterest at this time, 
All res\llts Qf th~s st~dy ass:ume ownership of the initial land and 
macru.ner;y resources. However~ at least 13ome generalizations can be 
obtained about the eff1:1cts on organizations and returns o! both part:i.al 
ownership ancj reri.ting. For ex~mpl.e, in C:Papter III, the implications of 
tpe results for e;x;pected returµ~ to full owners, part owners, and renters 
were explored, though rathel' briefly. f. renter ... owner tenure situation 
is the most common one in the Panh~ndle. Thus, !~rther analysis of the 
ef!eots of renting on qrganiiations ~nd returns may be justified" 
The e!!eqts of alternative prices of factors other than capital were 
not considered in this study, However, ap.dit:ional information about the 
~tfects of cha;nges in fa~tor prices on activity costs or returns and whole 
farm organizations might be obtained from further analysis Qf the pro-
gramming results, For e~mplef a more complete a~alysis of the stability 
ranges ~nd Z~ ~ Cj valµes should provide many usefµl. inferepoes about 
the e.f.'t'ects oi' changes in aot.ivity costs resultin~ ;f,'rom alternative 
factor prices or yields. ~~ch an analysis ~ay reve~l that additional 
progra.mming using a~ternative factor costs may oe ~ecessary. 
An ap.aly~is of the effects of' year to ye~r va:niations in yields on 
returns, ca:pita;l positions, income variability. etc;~, is much needed. 
Sucb a study would need to oqnsider fluctuations in yte:;Lds resulting 
from va:riable weatl+er co:p.4itions. Also., a~ changes in product or 
factor prices res~tin(?; i.'rom alt~rnative yie+ds ne~d to be consid,ered" 
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One objective of such a study might be to specify optimwn organizations 
for the alternative conditions and to determine whether a single organi-
zation exists which is optimwn over a range of conditions. 
Other potentially useful studies inciude the analrse~ of: (l) in~ 
come opportunities !~r land expansion alternatives not limited to 320 
acres; (2) optimum organizations with the grazed out wheat alternative 
excluded and no a1iotme~ts1 and (3) the effects on returns, capital 
requirements, eta., of inoluqing broomcorn and/or some of the summer 
grazing crops or speciality crops (guar for ex~ple) in the organization. 
These and the otber studies mentioned no doubt will indicate other 
areas where additional knowledge would be useful. 
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APPENDIX TABLE l 
DEFINITIONS OF LAND RESOURCE SITUATIONS AND YIELD LEVELS BY 
PRODUCTIVITY CLASS: QLAY .. LOAM SOILS, OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE 
Dry La~d 
Manag~ent G;roup +• This group inql:udes t,he c;l..ay-.loam soils which 
have slight erosion ha~ards, but are prinlatily limited by the climate 
(low rainfall) • 
Ca - Pro~:ucti 'Vi ty Cl.ass Ila 11 , :R,i.chfieJ,,(3. loam so;il1;1, thic~ surface, 
Be~ver County (or other equivalents), 
Cb ~ Prod~ct;Lvi t;y Q;Lass '''9''. Richfield elay..-loarn soils, Texas; County 
(or otner equival.entE1). 
Mapagement Group II, l'his gr<;rn.p includes the clay ... J.qam soils which 
have some erosion hazi;irds and 1;,en.e.fit greatly from terracing and oontou.r 
production. 
crop 
Cc - P:roductivi.ty Class »9u~ Ulysses ... Richfield eomp],ex, Beaver County 
(or other equiva,lents). 
Cd - Productivity Class 11 d1'. Mansker loam soi.ls, Cimarron County 
(or other equivalent$), 
Productivity c'+ass 
Unit C a Cb cc Cd 
(Yiei~ Pe:r Acre)' 




Qrain sorghum stµoble 
Fall wheat grazing 
Grazed out wheat · 













2 .. lO 
1,10 
1"00 
5~ 5 8.0 5,5 
1,2 1.4 1.1 
.. 12 .15 olO 
$25 .20 .15 
J,.,90 1. 70 1.50 
.90 1.00 080 
.90 .80 • 70 
1Ytelds are e:XpeQted values 'J;)ai:ied on haJ:"vested acreages. A fallow, 
failure or idle acreage <:>! 20 perot;1nt o! the total cropland is assumed. 
2Native range grazing yield is .6 AUM per acre oi' range. 
3arazi.ng beginning with the thi1d year$ No yield is available the 
i'irst two years~ · 
APPENDIX; T~BLE II 
I;lEFINITIONS OF LANP ftESOURCE SITUATlONS AND YIE;U) LEVELS BY 
PRODUCTIVITY CJ;.ASS; SANPX SOILS, OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE 
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Dry Land 
44. ., . ' ' ' . 
Management Group I. This group includes all sandy soils which 
pos:;iiblyneed terracing and contour production .for erosion control and 
water coniervatiQn, 
S .,. l?rod:µ9tivity Cla,ss "a''• Sandy soUs of Beaver and Texas CoWl ... 
a ti,es (with tlle e;,cception et the D.:i.J,.hart loamy tine s~nd and 
Otero .fine sandy loam so;ils in Texas County). 
Sb ... Produeti vi ty Cla~s "b", Sandy soils of Cimarron C~rnnty (with 
to.e exception of the Dalba.rt loamy fine sand and Dalhart fine 
sandy loam soi,ls, 0 to 3% slopes, ero~e4). 
Management Group II.. .·· 'l'his group inelµ.des the sand,y soils which re .. 
quire speoific mea~ures to limit erosion,· pa;i;-ticularly wino. erosion, 
S0 ... l?roduotivj,.ty Class 11 0 11 , Dalhart loamy fin(;} sand soils in Te:;icas 







Grain ,orgh~ $tubble· 
Fall wheat ~razing 
Grazed 9ut wheat 













1 .. 70 
1 •. 30 
,90 

















1Y:telds are expeet~ vaJ;µ.es based, on ha:rve~ted aoreages, A fallow, 
failure or idle acreage ot 20 perQe:nt of the total cropland is asswned. 
2 . 
Native range grazing yield is ,6 AQM per acre of range. 
3Graz:i,ng beginning with the third year, No yie;l.d is iava.ilable the 
first two years. 
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APPENDIX TABLE III 
ACRES OF DR-:U,AND C:RQJ>LAND :)3! PRODUCTIVITY Cl,.A.~S, ACRES OF IRRIGATED 
CROPUN'D, .AND 'l'Ol'AL CROPLAND BY COUN'l,'IES, OKLAHOMA PANHANDiEl 
A:rea 
Beaver Texas Cimarron. 
Item Count Cou:ri,ty County Panhandle 
.. a.Ql'ef:1 · · (acres acre~ acres 
Dryland or~pland 467,.347 . 724,777 4ZJ.,824 13613,948 
Sandy c:ropland 82,369 79,669 ;uz, 750 274,788 
Sa 82,369 74,605 0 156,974 
Sb 0 0 7833.56 78,3.56 
s 0 5,064 34,J94 39 ,4.58 
Cla,.loam cropland ;84,978 645,108 309,074 l,339,160 
ca 31,;l.ll 29,000 Cl 60~1r11 
Cb 6,000 . 367,810 273,843 647,65.3 
Co 234,936 67,769 6,000 308, 70.5 
Cd ll2,9J:k. 180,529 29,23l 322,691 
Irri,gated crop~ 5,857 31,675 12,116 49,648 
Sandy c;i;-opJ,.~ l,000 9,675 4,11,6 14~ 791 
Clay~lqam c,ropla?¥l 4;s.57 22,000 8,000 34,8.57 
'rotal c;ropland 473,204 7,56,452 433,940 1,663,596 
sandy orQpland 83,369 89,344 116,866 289,579 
Clay-loam ~ropland 389~83.5 667,108 317.,074 1,374,017 
No. dryla.nd. f a:rm$ 981 867 421 2,269 
No. irl:'igated. farms 61. 107 ,58 226 
1The totaJ,s are based on the 19.59 Censu1:,1 and tl:i,e c;iistribut:ion among 
classes on 1;.he CouP.t,Y So:i,l ~urvey Repo:rt:s and Soil. Co:qservat:i,on Service 
N~2 Soil Inventory For.q1s. 
APPmNDIX T!BLE IV 
ACB.$9 AND PERCENT Of EACH SOIL PRODUC'l?:VITY GLASS, TOTAL CROPLAND, 
waiAT ALLOTMENT, NATIVE PASTURE AND TOTAL FU,M LAND BY 
RESOURCE SITUATION, OKLA.HOMA PANHANDJ:,El 
. Resource Situation 
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Item P~andie Cl,ay M>M . Cimarron Sandy 
I II (acres) (percent)· · (acres) · (perc~t) 


















4,4 0 o.o 
47.l 78,356 
16,9 ;39,4.58 
;i..5, 7 .. 
84~1 117,,814 
12,8 22,090 
100.0 144,380 100,,0 
42.7 · 40,292 
... 112 ... 
1 ., . These estimates are based. on Soil Survey Reports, Sc;,il Conservation 
· -'.$trvice. N ... ~ Soil Inventc;>cy forms, Agricultural Stabilizatio:n and Conserva-
tfon Servi9e Records, an4 tbe 19.59 Census. lrrt.gated ol;"opland and land 
in :rap.ge situations is excluded from tne,e estimates. 
2Total dry-land orQplanq in ~e two resource ~it~~tions is 1,273,322 
~ acrea. Total dryland e:rqplan.d in the original folll.' resource situations 
is 1,613,948 ae~est · 
lxotal native pasture in ~he two situations is 197,958 acres. In the 
ori~nal four situattons, there are 489,842 acres, 
4 Total tannJ.a.,p.d in the two resource situa.tio~$ is l,.5l8,349 a.ores. 
In the originiµ. four resoure, situations, there B+"e Z,+72,732 acres" 
'Total w~eat allotment~ are 627,290 acres. O+iginally, there were 
799,430 a.ores. · 
6Ba.13ed on the +959 Census and sample surveys. 'l'b.e total number of 
dryland .farms is 2,269. 
APPENDrx TABLE V 
ES'l':Q[ATED PER AC:aE REQUIREMENTS AND CASH COSTS FOR 
NONHARVESTED CROPLAND, OKLAHOMA PANHANDL:El 
Price or 
Cost Per 




Power bour .88 .J9 
Other machinery hour 066 .32 
Capital requiretnents: 
Total operating cap;l.tal dollar .. .77 
Annual operating capi,tal, dollar • 06 ,39 
(2) Total spec:l,.i'iei:l costs 
above land, .fixed capital, 
labol;', management, and 
risk 
(3) Labor hour 1 .. 25 .,41 
(4) Total specified cost~ 
above land, tixed cap:iJ,al, 












1Approxiroately 20 percent of the total cropland in the Oklahoma Pan~ 
handle consists of .:Callow, failure or idle aoreage. These a:re estimates 
of the costs involved in fallow and crop failures on nonharvested crop~ 
land. 
APPENDIX TABLE VI 




Seed and· Feed t 
Wheat seed 
Grain sorghum seed 
Forage sorghum seed 
Clay ... loam J,.a:p.d grass mixtu.re seed 





Oombining grain sor~'\llll 
Hauling wheat and grain sorghum 
Binding forage sorghum · 
Shocking forage sorghum 
Hauling and stac:ki:p.g forage sorglium 
Fuel and Lubricants: 
Gasoline 





















































1These price assumptions ;3.re not to be interpreted as predictions of 
prospective prices. 
2Approxirnate 1960-61 support prices, 
Jsee Appendix Tabl,e VII., 
APPENDIX TABLE VII 
ASSUMED PRICES FOR CALVES-$ STEERS, AND CULL COWS BY MONTHS., -OKLAHOMA PANH.ANDLE1 
Monthly Average YEARLY 
Class and . Grade Jan. Feb. Mar. -Apr. May - _Juno Jul.. Aug. _Sept-.. Oet. Nov.. Dec. Average 
(price in q.ollars ·per -cwt~) -
Calves 
Good ~d choice 
steers, 500 lbs., _ 
and less 23.64 24.37 25002 25.26 24.97 24. ?3 24.20 24.12 24.0J 23.42 -23.2:, 23 .. 08 24.17 
Heifers_, .500 lbs. 
and less 21.64 22 .. 3? 23.02 23.26 22.97 22.73 22.20 22"'12 22.03 21.42 21.23 21..,08 22.17 
Steers 
Good 
500-800 lbs. 21.,13 21. 75 22.12 22.42 22.,29 21,,86 2L.35 21.24 21.,05 20.2J 20.47 2o__.58 21.37 
Cows 
Utility 
All weights lJ.83 14-.09 14.53 14.87- 14.94 14.55 13.95 13.,49 13.J5 13.lJ 13 .. 06 l-J.43 13.94 
lApproximate current price levels adjusted for commodity cycle. 
Source: Blakley., Leo v. and Odell L .. Walker, Unpublished Data, Department of Agricultural Economics_, 
Oklahoma State University, 1962.., 
'° 0) 
APPENDIX TABLE VIII 
ASSUMED MONTHLY AVERAGE PRICES FOR GALVES, STEERS, AND CULL COWS 
ASSOCIATED WITH ALTERNATIVE GRAIN SORGHUM PRICES FOR 
SELECTED MONTHS,, OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE1 
Grain Sorghum Price 
Class$ Grade, and Month 1.56 1 .. 00 1.,20 1.35 1.45 
(price in dollars per cwt .. ) 
Calves.: 
Good and choice steers~ 500 lb. and less ., 
April 2.5026 16.19 19.43 21-.86 23.,48 
July 24 .. 20 15 .. .51 1.8.62 20.94 22.49 
October 23-042 15.01 18.02 20.27 21.'77 
Heifers-: 500 lbs. and less 
July 22.20 14.23 17.08 19 .. 21 20.63 
October 21042 13.73 16.,48 18.54 19.91 
Steers: 
Good, 500-800 lbs., 
March 22.12 14.,18 17.01 19.14 20.56 
May 22.29 14.29 17.15 19.29 20.72 
October 20.23 12,,97 15 .. .56 17 • .51 18 .. 80 
Cows: 
Utility, all weights 
13.95 8.94 10,.73 12 .. 07 12.97 July 
October 13 .. 13 8.,42 10 .. 10 ll.36 12.20 
1.65 1.70 
" 




22 .. 66 23.34 
23 .. 40 24 .. 10 
23.,58 24~29 
21.40 22.05 
14 .. 75 15.20 
13 .. 89 14.31 
lThe livestock prices in Appendix Table VII are assumed to be associated with a grain sorghum price 
of $1.,56., 
"° "° 
APPENDIX TABLE IX 
ESTJltlATlID ANNUAL MACHIN$, .POWER, .AND LABOR REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SPECIFIED ENTERPRISES, OKLAHOMA PANHANDLEl 
Crop alld Times Machine 
Operations Date~ Over Time Power 
.; I 
(hour) '(hour) 
Wheat and Grazed 
Out Wheat: 
Chisel Jul, 1 .20 .22 
Onaway JuJ..,..Aug. ) .58 .63 
Drill (2 drills) Sep. l ~ _.J:Q 
Total time 
req~:rElllents2 .87 ,95 
Grain Sorgq.um, Forage 
Sorghum, .and Grazed 
0-µt Forage Sorghum; 
Blank list Apr, ... May l .19 .21 
Oneway May 2 .38 .42 
Plant May ... Jun, l.5 .33 .36 
Harrow Jun. l .l2 .13 
Cultivate Jul. 2 ~ ~ 
Total time 
req'llirements2 1 • .33 1.46 
Reseeded Cpopland 
(Establi$b.ment): 
Cl>,isel May l .zo .22 
Onaway May ... J:Q.Il, 2 .38 .42 
Drill (2 drills-
sorgh'lllll) Jun,.,..Jul, l ,09 .10 
Seeding ( grass) Mar.-Apr, l -42. _J_Q. 
Total time 
requirem,ents2 .. 77 .84 
lThe est:µnates do not include operations custom hiJ;"ed. 




















APPEND:OC TABLE X 
ESTIMATED ANNUAL OVERHEAD COSTS FOR 1WO REPRESENTATIV$ FARMS, 
OKLAHOMA PANHANDLEl 
lte:rn 





Salt b0Jees 1 eorra;J.s, water 
tanks, etc, 
B., Mach;inery Fixed Costs 
One 4~plow tractor and eq'\lipment 
Shop tools 
Pickup truck - l/2 ton 
Interest on ~nvestment 
Depreciation 
Gas, oil, lubrication 
Repairs 
Insurance (liabil~ty 9nly) 
Butane storage tank 
Grain auger and 4 wheel trailer 
C. Truces 
Land 
Pickup truck (licence) 
D. Miscellaneous 
Telephone 
Bookkeeping and ta;x; service 
Insurance on buildings and workers 





1.51 .. 00 
48.,00 
41.00 





































1'l'hese est:i.ma.tes include the annual costs· only., Estimates of 
the investment requirements may be obtained from the source. 
Source:: · Harry H.,, Hall ~et ·a,1., f' .iResouree Requirements~ Costs 8 , !!!9:, 
Expected Returns: Al terna ti ve Crop and Livestock Enten;2rises ;'' Oklahoma 
Panhandle 11 Oklahoma Agric"UJ.,t\lral Experiment Station Processe,3d Series, P~459 .. 
(Stillwater~ 1963)~ 
APPENDIX TABLE XI 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ALTERNATIVE FEEDER LIVESTOCK ACTIVITIES, 
OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE 
Reguirements Per Head 
Activity Purchase Initial Selling Final Total Annual 
Number Handling System Date Weight Date Weight Labor Capital Capital 
I (lbs.) 
-.... ......... - (lbs.) {hrs.,) (dol.) (dol.) 
pl Native range+ C,.SoCo + 
(hay in bad weather) Oct. 15 450 Oct. 15 775 7.6 118.10 114.07 
p Native range+ c.s.c. + 2 --hay ·Oct. 15 450 Oct. 15 775 8.5 118.10 114 .. 07 
P3 Native range+ C.SoC. + 
stubble2 + (hay in bad 
weather) Oct. 1.5 450 Oct. 1.5 77.5 7.6 118.10 114.07 
P4 - Native range only Apr. 1.5 500 Oct. 15 775 J.6 129 .. 18 64.37 
P.5 Winter wheat pasture+ c.s.c. + hay; 
grazed out wheat Oct. 15 450 May 15 715 3.66 110.17 63.17 
p6 Winter wheat pasture+ 
stubble2 + c.s~c. + 
(hay in bad weather); 
grazed out-wheat Oct. 15 4.50 May 1.5 71.5 J.26 110-..17 63.17 
P7 Wheat pasture+ c.s.c. + 
hay Oct .. 1.5 4.50 Mar. 1 600 2.76 109,.42 40.08 
Pg Stubble2 + c.s.c. + 
(hay in bad weather) Oct. 15 450 Mar. 1 600 4.42 116.11 41.36 
lAssumes a grain sorghum price of $1.56 0 















APPENDIX TABLE XII 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ALTERNATIVE COW-CALF LIVESTOCK ACTIVITIES, 
OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE 
Selling 
Weigat Reguirements Per Cow 
Activity Calving Selling Total Annual Ci 
Number Handling Sys~eml Date Date Steers Heifers Labor Capital Capital .va ue2 
(lbs.) {lbs. J . {hrs.) (dol.) (do!. J . (do!.) 
P9 Winter cows on range+ 
460 11.16 20.5 • .?7 201 .. 03 74.48 c.s.c .. Mar. 1 Oct. 1 485 
P10 Winter cows on range+ c.s .. c.; creep feed 
calves Mar. 1 Oct. 1 .520 495 14.52 212.85 204.82 72.50 
p Winter cows on range+ 11- c.s.c. + hay Maro 1 Oct .. 1 485 460 12.59 20.5.27 201.03 74.48 
P12 Winter cows on range + 
c.s.c. + winter wheat 
pasture Mar. l Oct .. l 485 460 11.16 200.47 197.43 79.,29 
P13 Winter cows on range + 
winter wheat pasture+ 
stubbl-e'3 + hay + c.s.c.- Nov. l Jul. 20 500 460 12.,76 200.47 197 .. 43 79.,26 
P14 Winter cows on range + 
winter wheat pa-ature + 
stubble'3 + hay + c.s.c.; 
creep feed calves Nov. 1 Jul. 20 56o ..5?0 14.72 21.5.11 . 204.7.5 ?4~oo 
P1.5 Winter cows on range + ··· 
stubble3 + hay + c.s.c., Nov. 1 Jul. 20 .500 460 13.10 20.5.,27 201.03 74 .. 46 
1All calves are sold directly from native range pasture. 
2Assumes a grain sorghum price of $1 • .56. 




APPENDIX TABLE XIII 
STABILITY RANGES FOR SELEJTED ACTIVITIES, PANHANDLE CLAY LOAM 
PROGRAMMING SOLUTIONS 
Units Stabilitl Ran~e;I 
.4,cti vity Cost or in lower Entering Upper Entering 
Program -N~umber. Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Bound2 Activity 
I. Present prices and allotments 
A. Grazed out wheat included 
1~ Six per cent interest 44 dol. $0.06 .lQ,435 $0.00 111 $Oo09 9 
6 head 42.94 16 41.39 15 46~05 35 
5 head 42 .. 94 60 40.22 19 qlj.:~93 15 
46 bu. 1.65 4,546 1.52 19 . --
47 -ewt.. 1.56 86J 1 .. 37 39 L,65 19 
2o Twelve per cent interest 44 dol. 0.12 10_,354 0.09 11 Ool3 19 
22 acre 6008 105 6.06 19. 7-.22 26 
.5 head 42 .. 94 6o 42 .. 73 19 45~02 15 
6 heaa 42 .. 94 16 40.85 1.5 4J.30 19 
46 bu. 1..,65 4,.546 1.64 19 _3 
47 -cwt. 1.,.56 874 1.34 ll 1;.57 19 
3 .. Fifteen per cent interest 44 dol. 0.15 10,326 - 0.,13 23 0 .. 24 12 
22 acre 6.08 ll2 ' J.41 26 6018 23 
5 head 42.94 59 39.3.5 35 43.,99 23 
6 head 42094 17 4L,16 23 46.,37 3.5 
46 bu. 1.6.5 4-,.5"-3 1.,29 26 lo70 23 
47 cwt. 1.56 894 1.52 23 1..89 26. 
Bo Grazed out wheat excluded 
1. Six per cent interest 44 dol. 0.06 6,591 o .. oo 111 0 ... 10 114 
7 head 17-.79 26 13019 114 20055 8 
46 bu. 1.6.5 4,.518 1 .. 08 10.5 1.85 18 
47 cwt., 1 • .56 982 1.39 12 lo60 8 I-' 
0 
~ 
APPENDIX '!'ABLE XIII (continued) 
Units Stabi1itz Rangesl 
Activity Cost or in Lower Entering Upper Entering 
Program Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Bound2 Activity 
2 .. Twelve per cent interest 44 dol. $0~12 2,98.5 $0 .. 11 39 $0-.34 12 
23 acre 5.77 93 5.34 18 .5.92 39 
13 head · 79.26 8 72.24. 14 81.,67 39 
46 bu. 1.6.5 4,518 1.1-0 10.5 1.87 18 
47 cwt. 1 • .56 1,46.5 1 • .53 39 2.36 10.5 
II .. Alternative prices, no allotments 
A. Wheat $1.00, grain sorghum $1.70 44 dol. 0.06 10,291 0.0.5 26 0.09 9 
5 head 47.31 57 43 .. 35 35 47.94 26 
6 head 47.31 18 46.16 26 51.62 35 
46 bu. 1.00 4,461 0.87 23 1.,02 26 
47 cwt. 1.70 9.52 1.68 26 1.86 23 
. . --:,-- ) .. 
B. Wheat $1.1.5, grain sorghum $1. 70 44 dol. 0.06 11,844 o.oo 111 0.07 9 
18 acre 6.13 89 5.,79 27 6_.97 22 
5 head 47.31 90 44.58 22 49.4.5 15 
46 bu. 1.1.5 5,426 1.0.5 22 1.19 9 
47 cwt. 1.70 O~l .o.oo 118 1.80 22 
c. Wheat $1.20, grain sorghum $1.00 44 dol., -0.06 11,798 o.oo 111 0.,08 12 
5 head 2.5.48 90 23.65 12 29.54 15 
18 acre 6.13 90 5.65 27 7.66 30 
46 bu. 1.20 5-,436 0.70 39 1.37 12 
47 cwt. 1.00 0.1 0.,00 118 1.,.51 22 
D. Wheat $1~65, grain sorghum $1.00 44 dol., 0.06 ll,422 0.03 9 0.07 114 
.5 head 2.5.48 86 24.84 114 28.40 9 
18 acre 6.13 91 5.54 27 8.15 30 
46 bu. 1.65 .5,4?2 1~37 9 1~71 114 
47 cwt. 1.00 0.1 0.,00 118 1.96 22 t-' 0 
Vl 
APPENDIX TABLE XIII ( continued) 
Units Stabiliti Ran~esl 
Activity Cost or in Lower Entering Upper Entering 
Program Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Bound.2 Activity 
III .. Land expansion alternatives 
26 $0.07 A. Rent land 44 dol., $0.06 14,487 $OoOJ 9 
41 hour 1.2.5 161 o.:~3 23 1.,36 9 49 acre 6.22 32-0 -- 7.,25 48 
39 acre o.49 .5 0 ... 31 9 1.20 23 
6 head 42.94 22 40.92 26 46.~~3 15 46 bu. 1.65 6,199 1-o-27 119 
47 cwt. 1.56 1,148 1 • .52 26 1.67 19 
.5 head 42.94 82 39.:52 35 44 .. 96 26 
B<> Buy land 44 dol. 0.06 14,487 0 .. 03 26 0.07 9 
41 hour 1.2.5 161 0.,75 23 1.36 9 
48 a ere 7.,25 320 
__ 3 -- 8.20 119 
39 acre o.49 5 0.31 9 1.20 23 
6 . head 42.94 22 40.92 26 46.363 3.5 
46 bu. 1.65 6,199 1.47 119 --
47 cwt. 1.56 1,148 1.52 26 1.67 19 
.5 head 42.94 82 39.52 35 44.96 26 
IV. Fixed capital alternatives 3 6.51 A. Two thousand dollars 22 acre 6008 119 - -- 18 
23 acre 5.77 9.5 5,,34 18 7.59 104 
19 acre 5.,99 1.4 l .. ;4 20 6 .. 42 18 
12 head 79.29 J 77.86 13 80.48 11.5 
46 bu., 1.6.5 4,.518 lo09 10.5 1.,87 18 




APPENDIX TABLE XIII (continued) 
Units Stabiliti Ran~es1 
Activity Cost or in Lower Entering Upper Entering 
Program Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Bound2 Activity 
B. 'rhr.ee thousand dollars 13 head $79 .. 26 8 $78.69 12 $119 .. 66 39 
23 acre 5.77 9) 5.34 18 7_..68 104 
19 acre 5.,99 14 1 .. 54 20 6.42 18 
22 acre 6.08 119 
___3 - 6.:51 18 
46 bu. 1.65 4 518 1- 1 .. 09 105 1.87 18 
47 cwt. ·_1.:56 1,464 1.39 18 2.37 1-05 
Co Five thousand dollars 12 head 79 .. 29 4 72 .. 84 5 80 .. 00 116 
6 head -4209!-I- 22 J9.93 5 44.49 116 
46 bu. 1.6.5 4,,518 1.10 105 1.88 18 
47 cwt. 1.56 l,J44 1.383 18 2.35 105 
22 a.ere 6.08 119 -- -- 6.53 18 
19 acre .5.99 14 1-.58 20 6.44 18 
23 acre 5.77 71 5.31 18 7.70 104 
n. Six thousand dollars 23 a.ore 5.77 57 5.11 18 8.12 104 
5 head 42.94 -9 39.84 35 46.77 13 
6 head 42.94 24 39.93 lJ 46.04 35 
46 bu. 1.65 4_,.518 1.15 10:5 1.98 18 
47 cwt. 1.5-6 1,266 1.31 -18 2.26 105 
E. Eight thousand dollars 22 acre 6.08 119 
__ J --- 6.73 18 
.5 head 42.94 31 39.84 35 46.77 13 
31 acre 2.94 .54 J.38 115 .5. 74 30 
6 head 42.94 21 39.,93 lJ 46.04 35 
46 bu. 1.65 4,.518 1.15 105 1.98 18 




APPENDIX TABLE XIII (continued) 
Units Stabilitr Ranges1 
Activity Cost or in Lower2 Entering Upper2 Entering 
Proiram Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound Activity Bound Activitz 
F .. Ten thousand dollars .5 head $42094 .5.5 $39 .. 1.5 3.5 $47 .. 02 13 
22 acre 6,,08 117 4 .. 40 26 6 ... 60 23 
19 acre .5.99 12 .5o62 26 6 .. .51 23 
6 head 42.94 18 39.69 13 46.?6 35 
46 buo 1.6.5 4,522 1.46 26 1.91 23 
,47 cwt. 1.56 935 1.,36 23 1.77 26 
Go '.l'wel ve thousand dollars 22 acre 6,.08 105 5.57 19 7.22 26 
5 head 42.94 60 39.83 3.5 44.21 1.5 
6 head 42 .. 94 l~ 41.67 15 46.0.5 35 
46 bu., 1.6.5 4 ,:546 1.39 19 _3 
47 cwt., 1.56 863 1.47 .39 l. 7.3 19 
18 acre 6 .. 13 14 0.92 29 6 .. 64 19 
1see page 39 for a discussion of stability ranges. 
2Activity costs which would appear as negative values in the linear programming tableau have been 





APPENDIX TABLE XIV 
STABILITY RANGES FOR SELECTED ACTIVITIES, CIMARRON SANDY 
PROGRAMMING SOLUTIONS 
Units Stability Rangesl 
Activity Cost or in Lower Entering Upper. Entering 
Program Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Bound2 Activity 
I.. Present prices and allotments 
A. Grazed out wheat included 
1., Six per cent interest 18 acre $6.33 173 $6 .. 31 15 $7.01 5 
29 hour .1.25 214 .1.23 15 · 10:31 21 
32 dol. 0.,06 6,762 0.056 21 0.062 15 
19 a-ere 6.21 210 
__ 3 -- 6.23 21 
16 acre 5.,92 206 5.86 21 5,,94 15 
6 head 42,,94 3.5 42_.81 15 4:Jo27 21 
22 acre 2.94 37 2.6) 21 3.06 15 
34 bu .. 1.65 1.,4.39 1.64 15 1066 21 
35 cwt .. 1.56 3,624 1 • .55 21 1.57 1.5 
2. Twelve per cent interest 18 acre t:~~ 2go 6.1~ 114 6,,82 § 29 hour 2 5 1.0 114 1.,80 
i~ dol. 0.12 6,29i 0.062 ~ g:b: llft acre 5.92 15 5.J5 11. 
6 head 42.94 26 41.83 114 46.31 9 
34 bu., L65 1,093 1.62 114 L73 9 
35 cwt. 1.56 4,193 1.,.51 9 L58 114 
3o Fifteen per cent interest 18 acre 6.,33 415 5.12 21 6.,58 22 
32 dol., 0.15 3,857 0.13 22 Oo23 113 
6 head 42.94 0.1 38.,11 5 44.61 22 
34 bu. 1.65 0.1 1.49 113 1.,69 22 




APPENDIX TABLE XIV (continued) 
/ 
Units Stabilitz Rangesl 
Activity Cost or in wwer Entering Upper Entering 
Program Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Boun<i2 Activity 
B. Grazed out wheat excluded 
3 1. Six per cent interest 19 acre $6.,21 210 $ -- -- $6.68 21 
32 dol .. . 0.,06 5,997 .o .. oo 109 0,,07 114 
8 head lliolO 20 9.88 114 18.42 9 
29 hour lo25 423 OoO? 106 2.64 16 
34 bu., 1 .. 65 0.,1 o.oo 11,f 1.85 16 
35 cwt., 1.56 6,038 1.42 16. . 3.12 33 
2., _Twelve per cent interest 29 hour 1.25 424 0.15 1Q6 2 .. 61 16 
32 dol., 0.12 .·· - 3,8.50 0.,~3 i8 0.25 9 
6.21 210 
\ 
6074 21 19 acre --
l5 head 74 .. 46 8 68.84 9 89,,02 112 -:.: 
J4 1.,65 0.1 o .. oo 115 1 .. 84 16 bu. 
35 cwt. 1 • .56 6,039 1.43 16 J.32 33 
IL Alternati$e grices, no allotme$ts. 
A. Wheat 1. O., grain sorghum 1.20 . 23 acre 2.94 99 -1.62 17 3 .. 19 22 
5 head 31.70 72 30.75 18 33 .. 88 15 
32 dol,, 0 .. 06 10,361 0.02 11 0 .. 08 22 
6- head 31.70 0 .. 1 29.,52 15 JJ.47 18 
16 acre 5.,92 417 
-. __ 3 -- 6,,27 18 
19 acre 6.21 87 5~97 22 6:98 17 
34 bu. 1 .. 60 2~919 1.55 18 1,,80 17 
35 cwt., 1.20 787 L,11 17 1.,23 18 
B., Wheat $1.75, grain sorghum $1 .. 4.5 23 acre 2.94 94 0..,32 106 2 .. 99 22 
5 head 39.,.51 64 37.,39 29 39.74 22 
32 dol,, 0.06 9,990 0,,004 11 0.,11 29 
18 acre 6~33 21 5.,54 29 6.,38 22 
6 head 39.,51 4 39.27 22 43 .. 47 29 ...... 
34 bu., 1.,75 2,772 1 .. 64 29 1.78 22 ...... o· 
35 cwt., 1.,45 1,064 1.42 22 1.51 29 
·----...... 
APPENDIX TABLE XIV (continued) 
Units Stabilitz Ranges1 
Activity Cost or in Lower Entering Upper Entering 
Program. Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Bouna2 Activity 
Co Wheat $1.,2.5, grain sorghum $1.,20 29 hour $lo2.5 18.5 $1013 22 $1 .. 38 21 
32 dol .. 0.,06 7,156 Oo05 21 Oo07 22 
18 acre 6033 193 6.,17: 21 6.,.51 22 
6 head 21 .. 70 39 30.,81 1; 32 .. 48 21 
16 acre 5o92 223 5.79 21 -6007 15 
19 acre 6.,21 1.57 6,,14 22 6027 21 
34 bu., 1 .. 25 1,561 1-..23 1.5 lo27 21 
35 cwto 1 .. 20 3,34.5 L,19 21 le21 22 
D. Wheat $1 .. 7.5, grain sorghum $lo6.5 22 acre 2o94 28 2.91 9 Jol7 23 
29 hour lo2.5 26.5 0,.37 8 1.,26 9 
32 dolo Oo06 6.,294 Oo0.59 9 Ool4 114 
18 acre 6033 230 6.,30 21 6034 9 
15 head 79 .. 19 7 79.,15 9 1590 70 27 
6 head 45 .. 78 26 42016 5 45,,81 9 
34 bu. 1., 7.5 1,093 lo62 8 1 .. 76 9 
35 cwto L,65 4~193 l,.64.5 9 lo73 8 
E., Wheat $1.25, grain sorghum $1 .. 4.5 32 dolo 0.,06 J,8.57 0.055 8 Oo20 13 
15 head 68.-68 8 64.,92 8 120078 27 
6 head 39 • .51 Ool 34 .. 96 5 44.,89 16 
18 acre 6.33 415 5.,~:3 23 7o10 16 19 acre 6.21 210 -- 6.,63 23 
34 buo 1.,25 Ool 0.,00 115 1 .. 38 16 
3.5 cwto 1 .. 45 6,039 1.,37 16 2066 13 
Fo Wheat $lo2.5, grain sorghum $1 .. 6.5 32 dol.. 0 .. 06 6,000 OoOO 109 Oo08 114 
18 acre 6 .. 33 41.5 5 .. 85 21 8054 16 I-' 
1.5 head 79019 7 72099 3 lJOell 114 }-' 1--' 
8 head 12.50 20 10.,11 114 19047 9 
Program 
IIL Land expansion alternatives 
. A,.._ Rent land . 
B. Buy land 
' 
APPENpIX TABLE XIV (continued) 
Units Stabilitl Rangesl 
Activity Cost or in Lower Entering Upper Entering 
Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Bound2 Activity 
19 acre $6.21 210 $ ...... 3 -- $6.6J 21 
35 ewt. 1.65 6,038 1.43 16 J.OJ 13 
18 . acre 6.33 231 6.Jl 1.5 7,.01 5 
29 hour 1.25 4.54 l.2J 1.5 1/31 21 
32 dol. 0.06 9,249 0.0~3 21 0.062 15 
19 acre 6.21 280 -- 6.23. 21 
16 acre .5.92 274 .5.86 21 :5.94 15 
9 head '14.,48 7 74.27 1.5 167.48 27 
6 head 42.94 46 42.81 15 43.2? 21 
34 bu. 1.65 1,919 1.~ 15 _l.66 21 
35 cwt. 1.56 4,832 1.~3 21 lo57 15 
37 acre J.81 320 -- 4.72 36 
18 acre 6.33 231 6.31 15 7.,01 5 
29 hour 1.25 454 1.23 15 1 .. 31 21 
32 dol. 0.06 9,249 0.056 21 0.,062 15 
19 acre 6.21 280 
__ 3 -- 6.23 21 
16 acre )o92 274 5-.86 21 5.94 15 
9 head 74.48 7 74.27 15 167048 27 
6 head 42.94 46 42.81 15 43.27 21 
34 bu. 1.65 1,918 1.64 15 1.66 21 




APPENDIX TABLE XIV (continued) 
Units Stabiliti Rangesl 
Activity Cost or in I.ewer Entering Upper Entering 
Program Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Bound2 Activity 
IV~ Fixed capital alternatives 
Ao Two thousand dollars 18 acre $6033 417 $ __ 3 -- $6.,82 16 
29 hour L25 370 l.,24 32 2.17 16 
19 acre 6021 179 6.19 32 9.45 17 
34 bu-o- L,65 0.1 OoOO 11.5 1. 72 16 
35 cwt ... 1 • .56 5,, 780 L49 16 lo.56 32 
B. Four thousand dollars 29 hour l.2.5 41.5 Oo::3 8 2o67 13 19 acre 6.21 210 -- 6.7.5 21 
18 acre 6.33 404. 5.72 21 7o74 13 
1.5 head 74.-46 8 69.46 9 146.18 27 
6 head 42.94 2 38010 5 53.93 9 
34 buo lo65 64 1 • .51 8 1.,8:5 lJ 
35 -cwt. 1.56 5,930 1.42 13 L64 8 
G. Six thousand dollars 19 acre 6.,21 210 
__ J -- 6.75 21 
18 acre 6.33 2.53 .5. 72 21 7.74 13 
29 hour 1.25 28.5 0.31 8 2.67 13 
6 head 42.94 23 38.10 .5 53.,93 9 
16 acre 5.92 137 4.51 13 608? 17 
34 bu. 1.,65 961 1 .. .51 17 1.85 13 
35 cwt. 1.,56 4_,416 1 .. 42 13 lo64 8 
D., Seven thousand dollars 29 hour 1.,25 213 o. 70 109 L29 -' 9 
19 acre 6.,21 203 5.94 5 6.24 9 
18 acre 6.33 175 6.26 9 6.61 5 
22 acre 2.94 35 2.61 5 2.98 9 
11 head 74 .. 48 6 74.36 9 145.04 27 I-' 
I-' 
'v,) 
APPENDIX TABLE XIV (continued) 
Units Stabilitz Rangesl . 
Activity Cost or in Lower Entering Upper Entering 
Program ~.~ ___ ----·---· Number Unit Returns2 Solution Bound2 Activity Bound2 Ac!,ivity 
6 head $42.94 35 · $41 • .52 5 $43 .. 29 9 
16 acre 5.92 207 :5.84 9 6.,49 15 
J4 bu. 1.65 1 448 ,. 1.57 15 1066 9 
3.5 cwt., 1.56 3,574 1.55 9 lc062 109 
E. Eight thousand dollars 29 hour 1.25 142 1.09 109 lo76 9 
19 acre 6.21 138 5.94 22 7.32 17 
18 acre 6.:n 153 6.16 109 6 .. 61 22 
23 acre 2.94 63 o.45 9 3.20 22 
6 head 42.94 31 41.52 22 4J_. 79 109 
5 head 42.94 15 42.48 109 44.37 22 
16 acre 5.92 264 5.33 9 6.09 109 
34 bu. 1.65 1,845 1.63 109 1.73 9 
'.35 cwt. 1.56 2,780 1. • .50 21 lo57 109 
F. Ten thousand dollars 6 head 42~94 30 41~24. 15 43.79 103 
19 acre 6.21 137 5.93 22 7.39 17 
18 acre 6.33 149 6.16 103 6.,68 22 
29 hour 1.2.5 138 L.09 103 Jo64 27 
23 head 2.94 64 2.26 113 )o21 22 
5 head 42 .. 94 17 42.48 103 44.64 15 
16 acre 5.,92 268 
__ 3 - 6.09 103 34 bu. 1.65 1,876 1.63 lOJ 
35 cwt., 1.,56 2,723 1 .. 20 27 1.57 103 
1see page 39 for a discussion of stability ranges. 
2Activity costs which would appear as negative values-in the linear programming tableau have been f-' 
f-' changed to positive values and the upper and lower bounds adjusted accordingly. .{:::" 
3unbounded., 
APPENDIX TABLE XV 
UNSTABLE Zj-Cd· VALUES FO.R SELECTED ACTIVITIES NOT APPEARING IN 







I. Current prices and allotments 
A. Grazed out wheat included 
lo .Six per cent interest 
:l9 
,27 -105 
1.11 -5 9 lql4 -3 Pz6 
2o Twelve per cent interest Pn .93 =.32 
P19 .02 ... 105 
3. Fi!teen per cent interest P26 1.00 -5 
Pz3 ,11 -7 
B. Grazed o~t wheat excluded 
1. Six per cent interest P18 .40 ... 4 
2o Twelve per cent interest P39 .1.5 -4 
P18 043 -93 
II. Alternative prices, no allotments 
A. W4eat $1.00, grain sorghum $1.70 P9 .91 ... 4 
P23 .88 -173 
P26 .17 -4 
P18 .47 ... 6 
B. Wheat $1.15, grain sorghum $1.70 P27 .26 -113 
P9 .24 ... 122 
P22 ,77 0 
C0 Wheat $1 0 20, grain sorghum $1,00 P27 .37 -11,5 
D. Wheat $1,65, grain sorghum $1.00 P24 .46 -116 
11 .48 -27 
III. Land expansion2 P9 ql5 ... 6 
P26 .30 -5 
P23 .66 -123 





























APPENDIX TABLE XV (continued) 
Z--C. Lower Upper 
Program Activity V~lu~l Limit Limit 
(dollars) 
IV., Fixed capj,tal programming 
A~ Two thousand dollars P44 .12 -453 711 
111 .38 -153 453 
P18 ~43 -95 14 
B. Fo~r thousand dollars P44 .17 ... 1,008 418 
111 .33 -418 1,008 
P12 .71 -3 6 
P1s .43 -83 14 
C9 Five thousand dollars P44 .18 -582 220 
116 q44 -6 2 
111 .32 -220 582 
P1g .45 -72 14 
D. Six thousand dollars P44 .22 -780 3,693 
111 028 ... 3,146 780 
P18 .65 -58 14 
E~ Ten thousand dollars P44 .26 -131 326 
P35 .48 -9 2 
111 ,24 -326 131 
P23 ~52 -2 18 
F. Twelve thousand dollars P39 .51 ... 8 4 
P19 .51 -105 4 
1see page 39 for an explanation of 'ZrCj values. 
2 Zj-Cj values are the same for both rent-land and buy-land. 
J,17 
APPENDIX TABLE XVI 
UNSTABL~-~~j VALUES FOR SELECTED ACTIVITIJS NOT APPEARING IN 
PIWGRMlfll!i!J SOLU~IQNS, CIMARRON SANDY RESOURCE SITUATION 
z~..,c. Lower Upper 
Program Activity V lu~l Limit Limit 
(dollars) 1 
r. Current prices and allotments 
A. Grazed out wheat i:ncluded 
1 •. Six per cent interest P15 .. 16 -2 7 
pll ,38 -1 6 
Pz3 .12 .;.;463 .53 
Pzl 002 ... 476 1 
2. Twelve pe+ cent interest P24 • .5.5 ... 333 41 11 .49 -43 60 
Pzl .,,4.5 -342 3 
3. Fifteen per cent interest, P21 • .54 -342 2 
B. Grazed out wheat excluded 
1~ Six per cent interest 114 .41 ...462 60 
P21 ,47 -342 2 
2. Twelve per cent interest Pzl • .54 -342 2 
II. Alternative prices, no allotments 
Ao Wheat $1.7.5, grain sorghum $1.65 P43 .16 ... 333 41 
. P11 .19 ... 9 6 
P9 .0.5 ... 17 .5 
B, Wheat $1.,2.5, grain sorghum $1,4.5 P23 .42 -4 0 
· P16 .91 0 156 
P21 • .51, .,342 2 
Pe .18 .. 6 20 
c. Wheat $1,25, grain sorghum. $1~6.5 P23 .48 -4 0 
P21 ,42 -342 2 
114 .81 -464 60 
III. Land expansion alternatives2 pl.5 .16 -3 9 
P11 .;38 -2 8 
P23 .12 -617 71 
P21 .02 -635 1 
IV .. Fixed capital programming 
Ae Two thousand dollars P32 .,004 -790 137 
P16 .49 0 98 
109 1.3.56 -137 790 
APPENDIX TABLE XVI (continued) 
'Z ·-C. Lower 
Activity vi1u~1 L:i.,rnit 
(dollars) 
Program 
B. Four thousand dollars Pdz .37 -143 
1 9 .13 ... 1,012 
P23 ,64 -314 
P21 ~54 ,..322 
P32 .37 ... 2,143 
109 .13 -294 
Co Si~ thousand dollars 
P23 064 -40 
+'21 q54 ... 41 
D. Eight thousand dollars P32 .49 -649 
109 oOl -71 
Pzz .. 33 .,.66 
Pzo .39 -75 
E. Tim thousand dollars P32 .50 .. 1,929 
103 .17 -119 
Pzz .35 ... 95 
Pzo .. 39 ... 83 
lsee page 39 for an e:)Cpl.anation of ZrCj values. 





















APPENDIX TABLE XVII 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING TABLEAU FOR AN 880 ACRE PANHANDLE CLAY LOAM FARM, OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE 
-Feede!' Activities 
Item Unit Row Po P1 P2 P3 .. P4 ____ P.5 P6 --P7 
Cropland:l 
ca acre 101 31 
Cb aere 102 331 
cc acre 103 119 
Gd ac-re 104 110 
Wheat allotment acre 10.5 376 
Native pasture AUM 106 67.8 6.70 4.90 4.90 4.25 .50 .. .50 050 
Operator labor: 
Jan-Apr hour 107 538 2.80 3.60 2.80 ~55 1.50 1 .. 20 L,62 
May-Jul hour 108 506 1.50 1.50 1..50 1.50 1.02 1,.02 
Aug-Sep hour 109 352 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Oct-Dec hour 110 462 2.30 2.40 2o3G .. 55 Ll4 L04 1.14 
Total capital dol. ill el 118.10 118.10 118.10 129,,18 110.17 110el7 109.42 
Annual capital doL 112 ol 114.07 114.07 114.07 64.37 63.17 6Jol7 li-0 .08 ... 
Hay ton 113 .,l .02.5 .so .025 .45 .025 .33 
Grazing: 
Wheat 
Oct 1-Mar 1 AUM 114 .1 1.40 L40 2.40 
Mar 1-May 30 AUM 11.5 • 1 1.40 . 1,,40 
Stubble 
Oct 1-Mar 1 AUM 116 .1 lo80 LOO 
Wheat bu. 117 ol 
Grain sorghum cwt. 118 ol 
Land restriction acre 119 320 




APPENDIX TABLE XVII (continued) 
Cow=Calf Activities 






106 050 lJ.44 13.44 llAO lioOO 8.,96 8 .. 96 
107 2.12 8.10 9.42 9o53 8~10 4.,94 6.50 
108 1.12 1.92 1 .. 12 1 .. 12 1.04 1.44 
109 .36 .,96 .36 .36 1 .. 00 1.00 
110 2oJO L.58 2.22 1.58 1 • .58 5 .. 78 5.78 
.... 111 .116011 205.27 212.,85 205.,27 200.47 200.47 215~11 
112 41.36 201 .. 03 204.82 201.,03 197.43 197.43 204. 75 
113 .025 .. oze .028. ..84 028 042 .42 
114 2.80 2,.80 2 .. 80-
115 




cj 11.,10 74.48 72"'50 74.48 79.29 79.26 74.00 
P15 P16 
1.0 
1 .. 0 
10.64 
5,.28 



























2 .. 43 
2 .. 22 






APPENDIX TABLE XVII (continued) 
Grain Sorghum Forage Sorghum 
Row P19 P20 P21 P22 P23 P24 P25 P26 
lOl LO 1.0 
102 1.0 1.0 
103 1,,0 1.0 
104 lcO 1.0 
105 1.0 
106 
107 .12 .12 012 .12 .12 .12 .l2 
108 ,,47 1.47 1.47 1.47 1 .. 47 1-.47 1.47 1.47 
109 .5'] 
110 
111 2.43 2.58 2.58 2.58 2.58 2.55 2.55 2.55 
112 2.22 2.30 2.30 2_.30 2,,30 2,,26 2.26 2.26 
113 -1.6 -1.2 -1..4 
114 -015 
115 
116 -.20 -.12 -.15 -.10 
117 -8 
118 -9.0 -5e5 -8.0 -5.5 
119 























APPENDIX ~ABLE XVII (continued) 
Grazed Out Wheat Grazed Out Forage Sorgaum 
Row P30 P31 P32 P33 P34 P.35 
101 1.0 
102 1.0 
103 1 .. 0 1.0 
1-04 l~O 1.0 
105 
106 
.107 , .12 .12 -.12 .12 
108 .47 .47 1.47 1.47 1-.47 1.47 
109 .57 .57 
110 
111 2e94 2.94 2.55 2e55 2 .. 55 2o55 
112 2 .. 49 2.49 2 .. 27 2<127 2 .. 27 2.27 
113 
114 - .. 20 -.15 
115 -1.50 -1.J5 




cj -2.94 -2.94 ... 2.55 -2 .. 55 -2.55 -2.55 
Reseeded Cro~land 




-.80 --.72 - .. 64 
2-..90 2.90 2.90 
1.65 1_.65 1.65 










APPENDIX TABLE XVII ( continued) 
Seil Hire Labor Borrow Buy Sell Buy Rent1 Grain 
Jan-A12r Ma:t:-Jul Aug-Se£ Oct-Dec Ca:eital. Ha;f: Wheat Sa;cilllim Land1 Land 
Row P40 P41 P42 P43 P44 P45 P46 P47 P4-a P49 
101 -00352 -00352 
102 -.J768 -.3768 
103 -.lJ.52 -.1352 
104 - .. 1256 -.1256 
105 -.4270 -.-4270 
106 -.0768 -.0768 




111 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 -1 .. 00 20-.00 







119 loO 1.0 
cj -1.25 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25 -.06 -20.00 L.65 lo56 -7.25 -6_.22 
-




APPENDIX TABLE XVIII 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING TABLEAU FOR A 960 ACRE CIMARRON SANDY FARM., OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE 
Feeder Activities 
' .. ~ 
Item Unit Row Po PJ Pz PJ P4 p· .5 p6 P7 
Cropland:l 
1011 Sa acre 417 
Sb acre 102 210 
Wheat allotment acre 103 268 
Native pasture AUM 104 8802 6-.70 4.90 4.90 4.25 .50 • .50 • .50 
Operator labor: 
. Jan-Apr hour J,05 .538 -z.80 3.60 2.80 .. :55 1.:50 1 .. 20 1.62 
.}iay-Jul hour 106 .506 1.50 1.50 1.50 1 • .50 1.02 1 .. 02 
· Aug-Sep~ hour 107 3.52 1.00 l.00 1.00 1.00 
Oct-Dec hour 108 462 2.30 2.40 2.30 ~.55 1.,14 l.,04 1.14 
. · Total capital dol • 109 .1 118.10 118.10 llB.10 129..,18 110.17 110.17 109 .. 42 
, Annual capital dol .. 110 .1 114 • .07 114 .. 07 114 .. 07 64.37 63.17 63017 4o.,08 
Hay ton 111 .1 .02.5 - .o80 .025 .. 4.5 .• 02.5 .33 
Grazing: 
Wheat 
Oct 1-Mar 1 AUM 112 .1 1.,40 lo40 2.40 
Mar 1-May JO AUM 113 el L40 L,40 
Stubble 
Oct 1-Mar 1 AUM 114 .1 1.,80 loOO 
Wheat bUo 115 .1 
Grain sorghum cwt .. llb .,1 
Land restriction acre 117 320 
Returns per unit (Cj) dol. 32.,27 32.27 32.,27 23013 42.94 42094 17.,79 
I-' 
i 
APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (continued) 
Cow-Calf Activities 




104 e.50 13.44 13.44 11.40 11.00 8.96 
10.5 2~12 8.10 9.42 9.53 8.lO 4.94 
106 1.1.2 1.92 1.12 1.12 1.04 
107 .36 .96 _.36 .J6 1.00 
108 2.JO 1.58 2.22 1 • .58 1.58 5.78 
109 116.11 205.27 212.8.5 205.27 200.47 200.47 
110 41 0 36 201.03 204.82 201.03 197.43 197.43 
111 "025 ;028 ~·028 .,84 .zs .42 
112 2.80 2·.so 
113 










































APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (continued) 
Grain Sorghum Forage Sorghum Grazed Out Wheat 
Row pl8 P19 - Pzo P21 P22 P23 
101' 1.0 1.0 1.0 
102 1.0 1.0 1.0 
103 
104 
105 _.12 .12 .12 .. 12 
106 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 .4? .47 
107 .57 .57 
108 
109 \"<. 2.58 2 • .58 2.,:5.5 2.55 2.94 2.94 
llO--· 2.30 2oJO 2.26 2.26 2.49 2.49 
l],l -1.60 -lo40 
112 -.20 -.18 
llJ --1.JO -1.02 
114 -.20 
11.5 
116 -10.0 -9.0 
117 






























APPENDIX TABLE XVIII (continued) 
Hire - ·. La6oY' ~rrow Buy ~ell ~ HUy Rent 
,Jan=A;pr M~y=Jul Au~=Seu Oct=Dec Gapi tal Hay Wheat Grain Sorfthum Landl Landl 






















lo25 lo25 lo25 1.,25 -1 .. 00 
,,63 .63 .63 .. 63 -1000 
-1.25 =lo25 -1.25 -1.25 -006 
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